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ABSTRACT
As integrated circuit devices are pushed toward higher speeds, higher packing densities,
and lower power consumption, the requirements of high resolution optical lithography
increase. Research into lithography at the 193 nm wavelength of an ArF excimer laser
has been conducted. Using a variable numerical aperture refractive imaging system and a
spectrally narrowed excimer laser, lithographic resolution to 0.25 p.m has been obtained in
a new 193 nm resist material based on a copolymerization of a silylated methacrylate with
a halogenated styrene. Specifics on the imaging system as well as the formulation and
optimization of this resist material are presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Summary
As integrated circuit feature sizes continue to shrink, shorter wavelength
projection lithography techniques require development. Lithography utilizing the 193 nm
wavelength of an Argon Fluoride excimer laser has been investigated in this study.
Requirements introduced at this short wavelength prohibit use of conventional optical
materials, lens designs, and resist materials currently used for longer UV wavelengths of a
mercury arc lamp. Additionally, spectral requirements of a refractive projection system
for use at 193 nm prevent use of a "free-running", unnarrowed ArF excimer laser
producing a spectral bandwidth on the order of 0. 1 nm. This research has lead to the
development of a small field experimental 193 nm projection lithography system, based on
a refractive fused silica objective and an ArF excimer laser spectrally narrowed with dual
Fabry-Perot etalons. This work has also led to the development of a new, negative-acting
193 nm resist material suitable for application in single-layer and bi-layer processes.
Few optical materials are suitable for use below 200 nm. Materials include fused
silica and various fluoride crystals. Fused silica was chosen as the sole material for use in
this work, due to its superior environmental, thermal, and mechanical stability. Radiation
damage to fused silica is a concern at such short wavelengths, as absorption centers and
optical compaction can be induced with long term radiation. Investigations have shown
that these effects are dependent on laser pulse energy as well as total laser exposure. Low
energy levels within the 193 nm projection optics, however, minimizes damage and optics
lifetimes on the order of 107 to 109 exposures have been estimated.
The 193 nm projection system utilizes Kohler illumination, with control over
partial coherence through incorporation ofa variable aperture at a first element difiuser
source. The projection lens is a 1 mm field, six element all fused silica 20: 1 objective, with
variable numerical aperture from 0.30 to 0.60 NA. Spectral requirements of the excimer
source are dictated by the fused silica objective, and depend on the numerical aperture
setting of the lens. At 0.30NA a spectral bandwidth of26 pm (FWHM) is required from
the source while at 0.60 NA a bandwidth of 7 pm is needed. Requirements are met by
spectrally narrowing an ArF excimer with a single Fabry Perot etalon for lens operation at
0.30 to 0.38 NA and two etalons for lens operation to 0.60 NA.
Phase shift mask techniques have been investigated for resolution down to 0.24
u.m at focal depths greater than 1.5 um. Alternating phase shift masks have been
fabricated using Reactive Ion Etched (RE) fused silica. An attenuating phase shift mask
approach has been developed for 193 nm using 6% transmitting chrome and reactive ion
etched fused silica. This approach has been shown to be a introduce little additional mask
design and process complexity.
Resists used for longer wavelength UV lithography are generally not suitable for
193 nm use, due to a substantial absorption increase of resin materials below 200 nm. A
random copolymer of trimethylsilylmethyl methacrylate and chloromethyl styrene,
P(SI-CMS), has been utilized in this study as a crosslinking, negative-acting, silicon
containing resist for 193 nm. Through control of the mole ration of the silicon containing
methacrylate and the chloromethyl styrene, materials have been developed which are
suitable for use at thicknesses from 2400 A to 5500 A. Oxygen RTE transfer ofresist
images to an underlying novolac layer via the silicon content of the copolymer allows this
material to be used in bi-layer as well as single layer modes. Lithographic imaging of this
resist of 0.25 u.m line and space pairs has been achieved, using the 193 nm projection
imaging system and an alternating phase shift mask.
Chapter 2
Background - Optical Microlithography
As integrated circuit devices are pushed toward higher speeds, higher packing
densities, and lower power consumption, the requirements ofhigh resolution lithography
increase. The advancement of the 64M 256M and 1G DRAM is pushing circuit feature
resolution toward and below 0.25p.m. Conventional optical lithographic techniques,
utilizing ultraviolet lines of the mercury arc lamp (down to the 365 nm i-line) have been
pushed to deliver 0.5 u.m resolution, but resolution below this is constrained by optical
capabilities and illumination wavelength. Rayleigh's criteria [1] relates the resolution limit
of a projection imaging system to exposing wavelength (X), lens numerical aperture (NA),
and a process coherence factor (&7):
R_kiX
R~NA
As seen from this relationship, decreasing exposing wavelength and increasing lens
numerical aperture will increase resolution attainable in a given system. The adverse
effects of increasing lens numerical aperture can be seen when considering loss ofdepth of
focus (DOF):
k{k
DOF =
NA2'
where k2 is generally on the order of 0.5. Increasing lens numerical aperture above values
of 0.5 is not practical for imaging over the one-plus micron topography encountered in
integrated circuit lithography. To achieve 0.25 pm resolution with 365 nm mercury arc
i-line lithography (using a realistic process k factor of0.6 for a well controlled
development process) requires a lens NA of0.88. This presents an impractical situation
from a lens design and manufacture standpoint as well as a process standpoint. Depth of
focus of such a system is +/- 0.24 pm.
To achieve illuminationwavelengths below those produced by the dominant lines
of the Hg arc lamp, alternative sources have been pursued. Lasers producing radiation in
the deep-UV region (150-300 nm) with sufficiently high power are of interest. The use of
excimer lasers for IC lithography has been proposed for several years and has been
demonstrated in a variety of exposure systems since 1982 [2-15]. Feature resolution to
0.35 pm has been achieved with KrF 248 nm excimer laser sources and resolution of0.25
pm has been investigated for development applications. Resolution below 0.25 pm is
difficult using 248 nm radiation and conventional imaging techniques with single layer
resist materials. For 0.25 pm resolution using a KrF excimer laser (248 nm), a lens NA of
0.60 is required, resulting in a depth of focus of+/- 0.35 pm. These narrow focal depths
put stringent requirements on focusing systems, photoresist materials, and processing.
The use of shorter wavelength sources, such as a fifth-harmonic Nd:YAG laser of213 nm
[16] or an ArF excimer laser of 193 nm [17] may be required for imaging in this regime.
Through use of an ArF excimer at 193 nm, 0.25 pm resolution can be achieved with a lens
NA of0.46, resulting in a focal depth of+/- 0.45 microns. Although focal depths can be
increased, utilizing wavelengths as short as 193 nm presents ever increasing problems with
optical materials, photosensitive resists, and masks.
2.1 Excimer Lasers
The excimer laser represents a unique class of high power, spatially incoherent
lasers capable ofoperating at wavelengths well into the UV. Power levels and efficiencies
produced from excimer lasers well surpass those of any other UV laser or laser-like
source. There are several classes of excimer lasers, only one ofwhich operates using a
true excimer gas as a lasing species. The term excimer is a contraction of the words
excited and dimer; diatomic molecules such as F2 fall under this classification. The general
classification of excimer laser, though, includes excited complexes other than dimers and is
characterized by a bound or metastable excited state and a very weakly bound ground
state.
Excimer laser systems exhibit a large number of electronic states and energy flow
pathways that provide for population of the metastable excited state (Figure 2.1).
Reactions in an excimer medium allow for high efficiency through channeling of energy
along kinetic pathways [18]. At the lowest energy state, or ground state, there does not
exist an atomic spacing which results in equilibrium. Correspondingly, there are very few
excimer molecules present in the unstable ground state, making it an ideal lower level for
laser transitions. Energy input into the system creates excited levels, which are more
stable than the ground state. Relaxation occurs through a series of energy pathways in an
ordered energy flow. The direct transition to the ground state is only possible in this
ordered flow through emission of radiation, with no possibility for losses from thermal
crossings.
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Figure 2.1. Energy level diagram for a rare gas halogen excimer laser.
Although pure rare gas and metal vapor excimer lasers have been utilized as laser
systems, only the rare gas halide excimer lasers have been commercially produced [19].
In these systems, excited rare gas halide molecules are formed by the strong mutual
coulombic attraction ofpositively charged rare gas ions (such as He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe)
and negatively charged halogens (such as F, Cl, Br, or I). When the molecule is created,
an energy minimum exists. Emission of aUV photon within 10s seconds, though, lowers
the molecule to the unstable ground state which causes separation within 10"12 seconds.
Population inversion can be easily achieved through electric discharge, electron beam, or
optical methods.
2.2 Deep-UV Lithography With Excimer Lasers
The rare gas halide excimers ofmost interest for deep-UV lithography are those
which produce radiation of sufficiently lower wavelength than possible with a Hg gas
discharge lamp [20]. Although XeCl produces radiation of 308 ran, it does not offer much
improvement in resolution over the 365 nm i-line of a Hg lamp. The KrF excimer,
operating at 248 nm, has been investigated by several workers for lithographic use. The
high efficiency of the excimer laser allows operation up to several hundred watts.
Additionally, the poor spatial coherent properties of the excimer laser produce minimal
interference effects (speckle) which would severely limit imaging capabilities ifnot
eliminated. The spectral gain bandwidth of>100 cm"1 is broad enough to create up to
106
coherent modes, as compared to the single mode of a conventional laser such as He-Ne.
The temporal coherent properties are ofmore concern for lithography using an
excimer laser. In many applications of lithography, the temporal nature ofan excimer
laser is satisfactory. These applications may include: (a) contact and proximity printing,
(b) projection systems utilizing achromatic reduction lenses designed with several optical
material types, or (c) imaging systems using reflective components only. In UV
applications involving reduction projection printing, though, a narrow bandwidth ofnear
0.003 nm may be required due to the limited number ofmaterials available for use as
stable optical components. This requirement may be 2 orders ofmagnitude smaller than
that produced by a "free-running" excimer laser. Because of this, means of spectral
line-narrowing must be incorporated into the laser. These approaches include (a) a
diffraction grating with a beam expander, (b) a grating at grazing incidence, (c) prisms, (d)
etalon, and (e) injection locking [21]. The goal of line narrowing is not only to achieve
proper spectral bandwidth, but also to retain power. After narrowing to achieve the
required 2 orders ofmagnitude, a 75% loss ofpower may be expected.
2.3 ArF Excimer Laser Lithography
Excimer laser projection lithography using the 248 nm, KrF excimer laser has been
demonstrated for sub-half pm lithography. In order to approach sub-quarter pm
10
resolution with optical tools, shorter exposure wavelengths such as the 193 nm
wavelength of an ArF excimer laser need to be utilized. Imaging at wavelengths below
200 nm presents many problems, with increasingly fewer materials transparent to exposing
radiation. The lack of suitable optical materials forces spectral constraints upon the laser
source, requiring operation at or near 2 pm for reduction of chromatic aberration in large
field lenses. Consequently, most efforts have been directed toward partial or complete
reflection systems, eliminating the difficulties involved with the line narrowing of an ArF
excimer laser and placing little demand on the spectral bandwidth of the source [22-24].
With two-mirror or catadioptric systems (such as the Schwarzchild or Cassegrain
arrangement), central obscuration may be undesirable from a frequency filtering
standpoint. Scanning systems are currently being pursued, requiring complex mechanical
scanning techniques to image large fields. For reduction printing, mask and substrate
scanning must be performed at different rates, creating challenges for image registration
(which must be held on the order of 0.05 pm)
In addition to the challenges brought about by optical material transmission
properties, spectral line-narrowing for ArF excimer lasers becomes more challenging than
for KrF. The reduced gain for operation with ArF combines with the losses due to lower
transmissions of laser optics, decreasing narrowing efficiencies. Pulse durations of 10-20
nsec result in laser emission from very few round trip laser passes. Additional energy loss
processes occurring during laser operation require operation with cryogenic gas
11
purification. Expected efficiencies for a highly-narrowed ArF laser are, therefore, lower
than those for higher operating wavelength rare gas halogens, ranging from 25% efficient
to near 15%.
2.4 Photosensitive Resist Materials for 1 93 nm
Single layer photosensitive resist technology is mature for wavelengths down to
365 nm (Hg i-line), based on Diazonapthoquinone/Novalac chemistry (Figure 2) [25].
These resist systems are generally not suitable for shorter wavelengths because of their
lack of transparency below 300 nm. Lithography at 248 nm has pushed technology into
acid-catalyzed resist chemistry and a class oi chemically amplified resists based on
poly(vinyl phenol) has been developed to deliver both positive-tone and negative-tone
capabilities [26-28]. Although these aromatic polymers provide suitable transparency for
wavelengths near 248 run, their high absorption at 193 nm confines exposure to the top
0.1 pm of a 1 pm film coating (Figure 2.3). Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is highly
transparent at this wavelength and has been utilized for 193 nm applications, but its poor
sensitivity requires exposures of several Joules/cm2, much higher than the sensitivities on
the order of several mj/cm2 required for suitable performance (Figure 2.4) [29].
As alternatives to single layer resist exposure, silicon containing resists in bi-layer
schemes and surface imaging techniques were developed for longerwavelength
lithography to overcome topographical and interference effects [30]. Silicon containing
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Figure 4. UV absorbance spectrum ofpoly(methyl methacrylate) and several methacrylate co-polymers.
(from T.M. Wolf et al, J. Vac Sci. Tech. B(5),396 (1987)).
resists suitable for deep UV exposure include polysilynes, linear polysilanes such as poly
phenylmethyl silane, and plasma-deposited polymers from tetramethylsilane [31-32].
Irradiation of these materials forms a latent image that contains increased amounts of
oxygen. Patterning can be achieved using an HBr plasma or a toluene wet development.
When coated on a suitably thick resin such as novalac or polyimide, oxygen etch resistance
is maintained in undeveloped areas and pattern delineation can be achieved.
Surface imaging technologies primarily through silylation have been developed for
365 nm, 248 nm, and 193 nm lithography, where an image created in the top surface of a
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material is transferred into the bulk of the film through a plasma etch process [33].
Through the exposure dependent incorporation of silicon into a resist surface, negative
imaging has been demonstrated [34]. A negative tone image arises from preferential
incorporation of silicon (in an organosilane vapor or liquid environment) into exposed
areas of the resist surface. An 02 reactive ion enhanced (RE) plasma etch will convert
silicon into silicon dioxide, preventing etch erosion ofbulk resist beneath the silylated
surface. Unexposed areas of the resist surface remain unprotected by this Si02 layer and
will etch anisotropically in the 02 environment. Positive-tone silylation has been
achieved by a chemical or radiation crosslinking mechanism, promoted by an
acid-catalyzed melamine reaction [35]. Crosslinked surface areas prevent silicon
incorporation during silylation and allow for resist removal during an 02 RIE.
Although several bilayer and surface imaging schemes have been introduced,
single layer resists are desirable from a processing standpoint. The plasma etch and image
transfer requirements of the multilayer schemes may make them impractical in a
manufacturing environment. As feature sizes decrease, so do error budgets and small
variations in processing may cause large responses ifprocess latitude is poor. A class of
chemically amplified resists based on methacrylate terpolymers has recently been reported,
which behave in a positive mode upon exposure and subsequent processing [36]. These
acrylate terpolymers consist ofmethylmethacrylate (MMA), t-butyl methacrylate
(TBMA), and methacrylic acid (MAA), and have been shown to possesses high sensitivity,
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high resolution potential, and environmental stability. Their application to integrated
circuit processing is currently limited, due to their poor resistance to plasma etching. A
class of single layer negative resists for 193 nm lithography is being introduced with the
work presented here.
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Chapter 3
ArF Excimer Laser for 193 nm Lithography
Excimer lasers are a class ofhigh power, efficient, pulsed lasers radiating in the
short visible and UV regions. The possibility of a bound-free excimer system was first
investigated in the early 1960s and commercial systems became available in the late
1970's. The high pulsed power and short wavelength generation of these lasers has
allowed application in such areas as photochemistry, diagnostics ofhigh density plasmas,
biochemical research, the fabrication ofmicroelectronic components, ablation ofpolymeric
materials, and the generation of soft x-rays for x-ray holography and ultra large scale
microcircuit fabrication.
3 . 1 UV Laser Systems
A wide variety of lasers and laser-like sources are capable ofgenerating ultraviolet
photons. Primary laser sources produce UV radiation by a fundamental transition in a
lasing species (between electronic, vibrational, or rotational levels). Secondary sources
produce UV photons by shifting the wavelength of the primary laser source using various
frequency conversion methods such as frequency mixing, Raman shifting, or harmonic
generation. Figure 3.1 compares the average output powers available from various UV
laser sources [37].
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of average output powers available from various primary and secondaryUV
laser sources. From K. Jain, Excimer laser Lithography, (SPE Optical Engineering, 1 190).
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PrimaryUV laser sources include multiply ionized rare gas lasers, singly ionized
metal vapor sources, and nitrogen lasers. Multiply ionized rare gas lasers, such as Ar(III)
orKr(IV) utilize a multiply ionized state ofa noble gas as a lasing medium [38]. These
species exhibit lower gain than better know singly ionized rare gas lasers for the visible/TR,
and require high pumping threshold current densities. Output powers may range between
1 mW to 1W and efficiencies are below 0.01%. Singly ionized states of certain metals
such as copper, gold, silver, and cadmium, also have transitions in the UV that can be
made to lase under proper conditions [39]. These lasers run in cw mode and can be made
very compact, but their efficiencies are very low. Nitrogen lasers produce UV radiation
using molecular nitrogen as their lasing species. These laser types use excitation schemes
similar to excimer lasers, but have low average power and poor efficiencies. Typical pulse
energies are in the few milhjoules range.
Secondary laser-like sources utilize techniques such as harmonic generation,
frequency mixing, and stimulated Raman shifting [40]. Radiation in the UV is produced
from these sources by primary wavelength shifting through frequency conversion and
non-linear interaction in an optical medium. Most of these source types require very large
pump powers and have poor efficiencies, making them unsuitable for many applications.
Power levels and efficiencies produced from excimer lasers well surpass those of
any otherUV laser. Properly designed excimer lasers can have extremely high
efficiencies, with very high pulsed power outputs and radiation from 350 nm to well below
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150 nm. It is for these reasons that excimer lasers have developed rapidly since their
introduction.
3.1.1 Excimer Laser Systems
Excimer systems are very complex in nature, due to the large number of electronic
states even for the most elementary systems [41]. Figure 3.2 shows the potential energy
curves for the simplest excimer system, He2. There exists families of closely nested curves
for the excited states as well as level crossings linking specific levels. These crossings
provide kinetic pathways for the population of the excimer states. Various forms of
excimer species are possible, and all have in common the characteristic of such energy
flow pathways. The excimer media essentially acts as an energy funnel, efficiently
channeling energy as excited products develop spontaneously along the reaction path.
Examination of a rare gas dimer system (such as Kr2, Xe2, and Ar^ shows how such
reactions create high efficiencies. Figure 3.3 shows the energy flow pattern for the
formation of electronically excited rare gas dimers. The lowest energy state available is at
the bottom of the diagram, corresponding to ground state atoms. For dimers, an energy
minimum does not occur at an equilibrium separation for ground states, but for excited
states only. It follows that at equilibrium there are very few dimer molecules present in
the unstable ground state, but through excitation several possibilities exist. Following
excitation, relaxation occurs through the family ofnested electronic states, similar to the
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Figure 3.2. Potential energy curves for electronic states ofHe2. Observed vibrational levels are
indicated by horizontal lines at edges of curves. From Ch. K. Rhodes, Excimer Lasers, (Wiley, 1984).
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pathways seen in Figure 3.2 for He2. The nature of the pathway is such that direct
transition to the bottom ground state is only possible in an orderly flow, allowing for no
thermally accessible crossings. The kinetics of the system based on this ordered energy
flow only allow emission of radiation for relaxation to ground state. Stimulated emission
can be created when this system is combined with population inversion, which is easily
achieved because of the low population of the ground state. The population of the ground
state will remain low, as molecules in the ground state move rapidly apart and dissociate.
Excimer lasers generally fall into three categories: rare gas, rare gas halogen, and
metal vapor excimers [42]. There are three sub-classifications of rare gas excimers; the
pure noble gas excimers, the rare gas oxides, and the diatomic halogens. These systems
exhibit a dominant channel for populating the upper levels via neutral energy transfer from
excited rare gas atoms and dimers. The rare gas donors (both atoms and dimers) may be
produced by an electron beam discharge. Metal vapor excimers use a Group I, II, or III
metal atom as the radiative species in a diatomic molecule. In place of the noble gas as the
other atom of the diatomic molecule can be taken by Group II metal atoms, since they
have 'S0 ground states and have repulsive interactions with ground state atoms.
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Figure 3.3. Energy flow diagram for electronically excited excimer rare gas dimers. From Ch. K.
Rhodes, Excimer Lasers, (Wiley, 1984).
3.1.2 Rare Gas Halogen Excimers
Although both the pure rare gas and metal vapor excimers have been utilized as
laser systems, most commercial attention has been given to the rare gas halogen excimers,
introduced in 1975 [43]. The general structure of the potential energy curves for rare gas
halides is shown in Figure 3.4. These types of lasers operate with transitions in molecules
of the type RX, R being rare gas and X being a halogen atom. The ground state is weakly
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bound and correlates to the ground state 'S of the rare gas and 2P of the halogen atoms at
infinite internuclear separation. This two-state ground state is weakly bound, and
population inversion is readily achieved because the lower level dissociation time
(~10~12
seconds) is much less than the upper level radiative lifetime
(10'9
to
10"6
seconds).
Population of the upper state RX can be achieved by recombination of the rare gas ions
and the negative halogen ions, since the excited state is the same as the ion pair R+X". The
positive rare gas and negative halogen ions are produced by collisions between high
energy electron collisions.
Several rare gas monohalide excimers have been observed to emit radiation, six of
which exhibit stimulated emission. The most efficient of these excimer species and their
wavelengths of emission are: ArF at 193nm, KrF at 248 nm, XeCl at 308 nm, and XeF at
351 nm. The emission spectrum of rare gas halides consists of several bands. The
strongest band which gives rise to the laser transitions is assigned to the B(2T)-X(iI.)
transition. At high pressures, this emission band is structured dominates, with weaker
broad bands due to a ^n.-2!!) transition. At low pressures, these peaks become spread out,
and the band ofpeak energy shifts upward as high vibrational energy levels are relaxed to
lower levels.
A parameter of importance for a laser is the stimulated emission cross section, or
the cross section-lifetime product. This product can be estimated by assuming the band
shape near the peak is Gaussian, and by using the equation:
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Figure 3.4. Typical potential energy curve for rare-gas halide excimer lasers.
CTv r= (l/4n)(ln 2/n^(X4/cAX) ,
where cr, is the stimulated emission cross section (in dimension of area) and r, is the
photon lifetime. For ArF, the effective bandwidth (FWHM) is about 3 nm [44], yielding a
cross section-lifetime product of approximately 57
A2
ns. Using a measured lifetime of
10 ns yields a stimulated emission cross section of approximately 6 x
10"16
cm2. The
process of stimulated emission can be characterized by:
W = a F
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where W2I is the stimulated emission probability andF is the photon flux of the incident
wave. Corresponding cross sections ofother rare gas halogen excimers are expected to be
similar.
3.1.3 Excitation Schemes
Several approaches to pumping excimer lasers exist, including direct electron beam
excitation, e-beam controlled electric discharge, optical pumping excitation, and direct
high voltage electric discharge excitation. Vigorous pumping is needed to initiate
reactions, which invariably leads to pulsed operation. Most currently produced excimer
lasers utilize a direct high voltage scheme because of compactness and ease of operation.
A typical excitation process can be demonstrated for ArF as follows:
1. Electron attachment takes place:
e"
+ F2->F + F.
2. The negative ions formed combine with positive ions to give an excited molecule:
Ar+
+ F->(ArF)*.
In spite of the involved path, reactions such as these can be very efficient in producing
excited dimer molecules.
Efficient excitation requires a spatially uniform, high voltage (20 - 30 kV)
discharge in gas pressures of several atmospheres. Energy is transferred form a main
storage capacitor to electrodes typically 50 to 100 cm long, with a gap of a few
centimeters. The discharge is transverse to the optical cavity axis, which is typical for
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high pressure pulsed lasers, and differs greatly from the longitudinal excitation for low
pressure continuous wave lasers such as a HeNe laser. The beam dimensions of an
excimer laser are determined chiefly by the electrode geometry. Most excimer lasers have
nearly rectangular beams with large cross sections, typically 2cm (long) by 1 cm (wide).
Beam divergence is typically 7 mrad in the long dimension and 2 mrad in the short
dimension. These beam characteristics are achievable due to the extremely high gain
obtained in the laser medium. The key operational parameters of typical excimer lasers
are shown in Table 3.1. Excimer lasers generally operate without continuous gas
replenishment, but instead are filled with an appropriate gas mixture and replenished when
operational performance necessitates.
Compared to conventional lasers such as HeNe or Ar-ion lasers which utilize
optical resonance to achieve radiation, excimers can produce high energies without
resonance. Excimer lasers, therefore, exhibit poor spatial coherence and do not produce
speckle, which make them especially well suited for lithographic applications. Speckle is
the random interference pattern produced by illumination from a spatially coherent
wavefront. Speckle contrast can be calculated from the relationship N"I/2, where N is the
number of independent, spatially coherent modes used to illuminate the object. The
number ofmodes for an excimer laser may be several thousands, leading to very low
speckle contrast. For an Argon Ion laser with one mode, speckle contrast is 1.0.
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F2(157nm) ArF (193 nm) KrF (248 nm) XeCl (308 nm)
Average power (watts) 0.05 40 100 75
Pulse energy (mj) 6 175 300 200
Repetition rate (Hz) 10 400 500 500
Pulse width (ns) 20 15 25 20
Table 3.1. Operational parameters of rare gas halogen lasers.
The spectral bandwidth of the radiation emitted by a laser determines its temporal
coherence, which may be expressed by coherence length, lc, where :
lc = c/Af= X2/AX
For an excimer laser, the lasing bandwidth is typically ~3 ran, which corresponds to a
coherence length of- 10-20 pm. An Argon Ion laser has a spectral bandwidth less than
0.0001 ran, and a coherence length > 1 m. For comparison, a Hg-Xe gas discharge lamp
has a coherence length of approximately 10 pm.
3.1.4 Excimer Lasers for IC Lithography
In many applications of lithography, the temporal nature of an excimer laser is
satisfactory. These applications may include: (a) contact and proximity printing, (b)
projection systems utilizing achromatic reduction lenses designed with several optical
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material types, or (c) imaging systems using reflective components only. In applications
involving reduction projection printing, though, a narrow bandwidth ofnear 0.003 nm may
be required due to the limited number ofmaterials available for use as stable optical
components. This requirement may be 2 orders ofmagnitude smaller than what a
"free-running"
excimer laser produces (see Figure 3.5). Several methods have been
utilized to effectively line-narrow the output of an excimer laser.
A method commonly used to narrow the spectral width of lasers that normally emit
in a wide bandwidth is injection locking [45]. A two-stage process is used, where the first
stage consists of a low power excimer oscillator in which the optical cavity includes a
stable resonator as well a certain intracavity frequency tuning elements (prisms, gratings,
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Figure 3.5. Gain spectrum of a rare gas halogen lasingmedium alongwith spectral profiles of a
free running and a spectrally narrowed excimer laser.
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or etalons). In the second stage, the output of the oscillator is used to initiate the
stimulated emission of radiation in an excimer laser amplifier in which the optical cavity
consists of an unstable resonator. The second stage provides power amplification for the
input beam, while keeping the narrow spectrum of the latter unchanged. This system is
quite large and adds substantially to the system expense. Several other techniques have
been employed to minimize space and capital requirements and are shown in Figure 3.6.
These approaches include (a) a diffraction grating with a beam expander, (b) a grating at
grazing incidence, (c) prisms, and (d) etalons [46]. The goal of line narrowing is not only
to achieve proper spectral bandwidth, but also to retain power. After narrowing the
required 2 orders ofmagnitude, up to 90% of free-running power may be sacrificed.
Excimer lasers have limits to their output stability and spatial uniformity, along
with spectral bandwidth and spatial coherence. There are both short and long term
considerations regarding the output stability of an excimer. In the presence ofminute
impurities in the excimer supply gases, heterogeneous reactions cause steady deterioration
of the gas mixture. Short term fluctuations of laser output relate to pulse-to-pulse
variations in output energy. These are caused by the statistical nature of reactions, power
supply regulation, and gas flow fluctuations. Improvements in laser design have allowed
pulse-to-pulse stability to reach a +/- 2 percent range.
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Figure 3.6. Excimer spectral narrowing techniques: a) Littrow grating with beam expander, b)
grazing incidence grating, c) intracavity prisms, d) intracavity etalons. Optic components are: 1)
output mirror, 2) apertures, 3) laser, 4) optics, 5) grating, 6) rear mirror, 7) prisms, 8) etalons. From
T.J. McKee, Can. J. Phys., 63, 214, (1985).
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3.2 Spectral narrowing of an ArF laser system
To achieve the required spectral bandwidth and power output from an ArF
excimer laser, an efficient method of line narrowing was desired. Using high-grade fused
silica, multiple prism techniques may be utilized, but exhibit very low dispersion efficiency.
Utilizing the prism dispersion equation [47]:
dQ
_ 2l(dn)
dv aW '
where Oh total angular deviation of the beam, t is path length of the beam in each prism,
a is beam size, vis laser frequency, and dn/dv is the dispersion of the prism material,
expected minimum linewidth can be calculated as:
Av = l.lltf^] ,
ifdiffraction limited beam divergence is assumed. Furthermore, an instability factor, D,
can be determined as the ratio of frequency fluctuations to expected linewidth:
For t = 1 cm for each of two prisms, a = 1 cm, dn/dv= (dn/dX) x
A2
= 6.3 x 10"*
cm"', an expected minimum linewidth for a dual prism approach to line narrowing is 3.77
cm"1
or 0.014 nm. The predicted instability factor is 2 x
103 |d9|. The performance of this
approach is not sufficient for application in a refractive system requiring a spectral
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bandwidth on the order of a few picometers. Any fluctuation in the rear reflecting mirror
will contribute significantly to instability, through influence ofd6.
Grating techniques may be employed , either at grazing incidence or with a beam
expander, to narrow beyond what can be achieved with prisms. To evaluate the
performance of such a technique, the grating equation is considered [48]:
^
= d(sinli sin/2) ,
where d is the grating pitch, I1 is the incident angle, and I2 is the refracted angle. Through
differentiation, holding I1 constant, laser linewidth can be determined:
Av = ^p cos/2A/2.
If a diffraction limited beam is assumed and a grating beam expansion of l/coslj is used,
this equation becomes:
Av = 2.44^ cos/i cos/2
For an angle of incidence of89, a 2400 cy/mm grating, and a 1 cm beam diameter, an
estimated linewidth of0.08
cm"1
or 0.0003 nm is possible. Although a grating approach
features a high damage threshold, the loss in power due to only moderate efficiency limits
narrow bandwidth performance.
Spectral narrowing through the use ofFabry-Perot etalons allows for selective
narrowing and a high degree of efficiency. Etalons consist of two parallel surfaces with
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fixed separation and highly reflective multilayer surfaces. Transmitted intensity can be
estimated by:
(l+R2-2Rcos(?)
'
where R is the reflection coefficient of the coatings, J is the transmission coefficient, <p =
(47i/X}id cos 6, 6 is the angle of incidence, n is refractive index, and d is the surface
separation. The free spectral range (FSR) measures the difference in wavelengths
corresponding to successive peaks in transmitted energy:
FSR ii
and finesse (F) is defined as the ratio of the separation of adjacent fringes to their FWHM,
given by:
TijR
F =
1-R
To spectrally narrow an ArF excimer laser to the order of a few picometers,
surface separations are chosen to give FSR values which will, when divided by the finesse,
produce FWHM bandwidths corresponding to:
AX(FWHM) = jp .
This efficiency of the etalon method, along with the versatility of adapting of elements into
the cavity of a laser, made this approach attractive for line narrowing an ArF excimer. Air
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gap etalons were chosen to minimize damage and thermal drift which could result at high
laser power levels. The free-running bandwidth of an ArF excimer laser is near 300 pm.
A desired bandwidth on the order of3-7 pm was required for highNA imaging with a
refractive optical system. In order to achieve this, a two etalon approach was taken,
where an initial coarse etalon would narrow the output to -30 pm and a second fine etalon
would narrow to ~3 pm. To accomplish this, etalon parameters were determined and a set
of etalons was fabricated through Exitech Limited, Oxford UK. As shown in Figure 3.7,
the wavelength separation between transmission peaks (FSR) of the coarse etalon was
chosen to match the FWHM bandwidth of the broad unnarrowed laser output. This
enabled only one transmission peak of the etalon to exist, and allows for tuning by
changing the angle of incidence. The FSR of the fine etalon was chosen to match the
FWHM of the bandwidth produced by the coarse etalon, where narrowing can be
optimized through tuning on its tilt angle.
Fused silica air gap etalons with reflection coefficients of the multilayer dielectric
coatings of 86% allowed for finesse values of 20. The lack ofnon-absorbing dielectric
materials with different indices of refraction at 193 nm makes multilayer coatings difficult
to fabricate. To achieve reflection coefficients above 90% (and finesse values above 30)
up to 50 layers may be required, which would lead to high internal absorption. FSR for
the coarse etalon was specified to be 143
cm"1
or 0.532 ran, which corresponds to a AX
(FWHM) of27 pm. FSR for the fine etalon was specified to be 8
cm"1
or 0.0298 nm,
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which allows further narrowing to a AX (FWHM) of2 pm. Estimated intensity
transmitted for the coarse etalon is near 50% ofunnarrowed energy. Estimated intensity
transmitted for the two etalon system is near 10%.
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Figure 3.7. Transmission characteristics of coarse and fine etalons, together with excimer laser gain
bandwidth.
3.3 Laser Characteristics
A Lumonics EX-700 excimer laser operating at 80 watts maximum power with
KrF gas mixture was retrofitted for operation with ArF gas at 193 nm. The pulse
repetition rate for the laser is specified at 200 Hz maximum, pulse width is 144 ns, beam
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dimensions are approximately 10 x 27 mm (as defined by electrode separation), and
divergence is 1 x 3 mrad.
Operation at 193 nm with ArF introduces more challenges over KrF operation, as
transmission losses and gas contamination reduces maximum power and laser gas lifetime.
The loss of laser efficiency over time from gaseous reactions can be attributed to:
1 . Loss of the halogen donor from side reactions.
2. Gaseous impurities formed by side reactions of the halogen with the
walls of the laser vessel and with trace impurities initially present in the gas
mix, which can cause losses through photoabsorption, kinetic losses, and
optical degradation.
3 . Particulate impurities formed by sputtering and fine dust particles
accumulate on optical surfaces.
Separation of impurities through cryogenic condensation and fine particle filtration can
reduce losses during ArF laser operation.
To effectively remove contaminants formed during laser operation without
condensing primary carrier gases, relative vapor pressure data of the gases need to be
considered. Maximum efficiency is achieved by cooling the gas mixture to a temperature
just above that which would condense laser gases. In order to optimize this, vapor
pressure curves such as those shown in Figure 3.8 were utilized. Using gas mixtures
recommended, a total fill pressure of the ArF laser cavity of4050 mbar (or 3050 Torr)
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Figure 3.8. Vapor pressure curves for excimer laser gases and typical impurity byproducts.
was utilized for 193 nm operation. This corresponded to 0. 16% of 5% F2 (> 98.0%) in
Ne( >99.995%), 3.45% Ar( >99.998%), and balanceNe( >99.995%). Argon partial
pressure with this mixture is 105 Torr, and fluorine partial pressure is 5 Torr. At these
pressures, neither Ar or F2 will condense at temperatures of liquid nitrogen (-196 C),
whereas typical contaminant will. Cryogenic purification is, therefore, simplified for ArF
operation, since operation close to liquid nitrogen temperature is efficient and no
temperature control is required as would be forKr and Xe operation. A continuously
recirculating , closed loop system was installed onto the laser, tapping into gas lines at the
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front and rear of the laser cavity. The setup is shown in Figure 3.9, where a diaphragm
circulating pump passes the gas mixture from the laser through a fine particle filter to
remove contaminants, through a heat exchanger to partially cool the mixture, through a
liquid nitrogen cold trap, and back to the laser. Gas lifetimes measured using a new gas
fill (measured as the number of 100Hz pulses before energy loss to 50%) were 28.8
million, or 8 hours ofunnarrowed operation.
Coarse and fine etalons placed within the cavity were inserted between the
laser cavity and the rear mirror by removing the rear mirror and replacing it with a MgF2
uncoated blank plate. A mirror and etalon holding assembly was fabricated to allow the
rear mirror to be placed at a distance of approximately 28 cm from the rear of the laser
cavity. The coarse etalon was mounted at 15 cm from the cavity and the fine etalon was
mounted at 22 cm. All three elements are held with the ability to tilt: the rear mirror has
horizontal and vertical tilt control while each etalon has vertical tilt control for tuning. A
schematic of the system is shown in Figure 3.10.
Alignment was accomplished using a He-Ne laser, directed down the middle of the
bore of the excimer laser from the output end. The rear mirror was aligned so that the
reflected spots from its surfaces traveled back down the bore of the HeNe laser. With the
fine etalon raised out of the optical path, the coarse etalon was aligned so that it also
reflected theHeNe beam.
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Figure 3.9. Schematic of cryogenic gas purification for ArF operation of excimer laser.
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Figure 3.10. Schematic of coarse and fine intracavity etalons in ArF laser. .
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Upon achieving the coarse etalon
"normal"
position, it was tilted to the
approximate position ofoptimum selective transmission as determined by:
e,= j(91+^) ,
where 0, is the minimum tilt angle of the etalon to prevent reflection through the gain
medium. Maximum transmission occurs when:
mX = 2ndcosQ ,
and 0; is the determined as:
0 - W9l ~ T '
with W being the laser aperture dimension and L being the laser cavity length. The
minimum tilt angle for the laser is approximately 0.4 , using a LAV of 1 50. Figure 3.11
shows the maximum tilt angle for FSR values from 1 to 150 cm"1 at 193 nm using a LAV
ratio of 150. Maximum angle for the coarse etalon (143 cm"1) is 2. 14 and maximum
angle for the fine etalon (8 cm"1) is 0.54 .
In order to adjust the tilt angle of the coarse etalon to deliver optimum narrowing,
a high resolution spectrometer was set up to monitor in real time the laser linewidth. The
spectrometer consists of a variable aperture slit assembly, a series of four plane mirrors to
fold the beam, a concave collection mirror situated to place the slit at its focal length of 1
meter, and an echelle grating in a Littrow configuration. The echelle grating is designed to
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Figure 3.11. Maximum tilt angle for etalon FSR values of 1 to 150 cm"1, X=193 nm, L/W-150.
diffract light efficiently at relatively high orders. The beam illuminates the grating at
an
angle of incidence such that the dispersed light is directed back along the direction of
incident light. Light dispersed by the grating is reflected onto a linear array detector
located in the image plane of the slit object. Image capture allows characterization of the
excimer beam. The spectrometer was tuned for operation at 193 nm through adjustment
of the grating angle of incidence. Using a fused silica 90 mil plate as a
beam splitter to
attenuate the excimer beam, output spectra was monitored and coarse etalon tilt angle was
adjusted to deliver minimum FWHM bandwidth. As shown in Figure 3 . 12a, the output
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from the broadband ArF excimer is near 300 pm. Absorption features in the spectrum are
due to absorption bands of the 4-0 Schumann-Runge system for oxygen, which are
centered at 193.1, 193.3, and 193.5 nm. An estimated AX of21 pm FWHM for the 143
cm"1 FSR coarse etalon compares to the 32 pm measured from Figure 3. 12b. Output
power of the ArF laser dropped from -10 watts unnarrowed at 100 Hz (100 mj/pulse) to
~2 watts at 100 Hz (20 mj/pulse), or an 80% loss compared to an estimated 50% loss.
Alignment of the fine etalon was first achieved using the HeNe laser, and through
spectrometer monitoring to achieve fine tuning. Figure 3. 12c shows the spectrum
achieved with both etalons in place. A bandwidth of 3 pm FWHM was achieved,
compared with the estimated 2 pm FWHM. A power loss of 95% resulted from insertion
ofboth etalons into the laser cavity, resulting in 5mj/pulse at 100 Hz. Although less than
the estimated 90% loss, this power level is adequate for exposure of a resist requiring
<100 mj/cm2 in a reduction imaging system with low losses.
The upper limit on the background broad bandwidth amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) present in the narrowed output can be determined by blocking the rear
mirror with the etalons in place. The ASE, although present, is not at a level high enough
to be detected by the spectrometer or aUV energy meter. The actual broad bandwidth
contribution during operation is less than this amount detected, since gain saturation
effects deplete the spontaneous emission when narrow linewidth lasing occurs.
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Figure 3.12. Output spectrum from ArF excimer laser: a) unnarrowed broadband output, b) narrowed
to 32 pmwith coarse etalon, and c) narrowed to 3 pm with fine etalon.
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Figure 3.13 shows the output profiles for the ArF laser operating unnarrowed
(Figure 3. 13a), with the coarse etalon (Figure 3. 13b), and with both the coarse and fine
etalons (Figure 3.13c). Energy levels correspond to 100 mj/pulse, 20 mj/pulse, and 5
mj/pulse, respectively. Beam uniformity is degraded upon spectral narrowing, requiring
attention during design of the illumination optics for the imaging system.
The method of spectrally narrowing an ArF excimer laser through use of dual
Fabry-Perot etalons has successfully produced laser output with a bandwidth down to 3
pm FWHM. Through use of cryogenic gas purification, output in this mode is stable up to
1 hour at 100 Hz before gas depletion. Operation of the ArF laser with a single etalon, at
a bandwidth of32 pm, is stable for several hours at 100 Hz, which increases the versatility
of the laser when optical requirements allow (such as with low objective lens numerical
apertures or small focal depth requirements).
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Broadband output
100 mj/pulse
Coarse etalon output
20 mj/pulse
Dual etalon output
5 mj/pulse
Figure 3.13. Output intensity from ArF excimer laser: a) unnarrowed broadband output, b) narrowed
to 32 pm with coarse etalon, and c) narrowed to 3 pm with fine etalon.
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Chapter 4
Optics for 193 nm Lithography
Optical lithography below 300 nm is made difficult because of the increase in
absorption in optical materials. Few transparent materials exist below 200 nm, limiting
design and fabrication flexibility in optical systems. Refractive projection systems are
possible at these short wavelengths, but require consideration of issues concerning
aberration effects and radiation damage.
4.1 OpticalMaterials for 193 nm
The optical characteristics ofglasses in the UV are important when considering
photolithographic systems containing refractive elements. As wavelengths below 250 nm
are utilized, issues of radiation damage and changes in glass molecular structure become
additional concerns. Refraction in insulators is limited by interband absorption at the
materials band gap energy, Eg. For 193 nm radiation, photon energy ofE-6.4 eV limits
optical materials to those with relatively large band gaps. Halide crystals, including CaF2,
LiF, BaF2, MgF2, and NaF, and amorphous Si02 (or fused silica) are the few materials that
possess large enough band gaps and have suitable transmission below 200 nm. Table 4. 1
shows experimentally determined band gaps and UV cut-offwavelengths of several halide
crystals and fused silica [49]. UV cut-offwavelength is determined as hc/Eg.
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Material r (eV) X=hc/Eg (nm)
BaF2
CaF2
MgF2
LiF
NaF
SiO,
8.6
9.9
12.2
12.2
11.9
9.6
144
126
102
102
104
130
Table 4.1. Experimentally determined band gaps and UV cut-offwavelengths for selected materials
(from Gan Fuxi, Optical and Spectroscopic Properties ofGlass, (Springer-Verlag, 1992).
Although fluoride crystals have been employed in UV applications (transmission
characteristics ofCaF2, BaF2, and MgF2 are shown in Figure 4. 1), their environmental
stability limits their use for critical optical components in such applications as projection
lithography. Specifically, fluorides are hygroscopic to varying degrees, are prone to
thermal and mechanical shock, and cannot be polished to the degree that fused silica can
[50]. Additionally, pure single-crystalline material must be used to avoid absorption from
1200 1600 2000 2400 2800
Wavelength (Angstroms)
Figure 4.1. Transmittance of CaF2, BaF2, andMgF2 (from D. Heath and P.A. Sacher,
Appl. Opt., 5, 937, 1966).
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point defects. The performance of fused silica, in terms on environmental stability, purity,
and manufacturability make it a superior candidate in critical UV applications such as
photolithographic lens components, beam delivery systems, and photomasks. Although
limiting the number of available materials to fused silica does introduce optical design
constraints (for correction of aberrations including chromatic), the additional use of
materials such as CaF2 and LiF does not provide a large increase in design flexibility
because of the limited additional refractive index range ( for CaF2is 1.492, LiF is 1.521,
and fused silica is 1.561 [51]).
4.1.1 UV Properties ofFused Silica
Absorption in glasses in the UV is caused by electronic transitions of ions or
atoms (as opposed to absorption in the IR, caused by band vibration). The electronic
structure of Si02 consists of a silicon atom with a valence of +4 is located at the center of
a regular tetrahedron with oxygen ions (O2) at each corner, resulting in a structural
formula of Si(0,/2)4, as shown in Figure 4.2. The tetrahedron are joined to each other by
bridging oxygen atoms. In amorphous Si02 some vertices contain unshared nonbridging
oxygen atoms in addition to the bridging oxygen atoms [52]. Strong and weak
anti-bonding states (SA and WA), a lone pair state (LP), and strong and weak bonding
states (SB and WB) form energy level splitting, as shown in Figure 4.3. For crystalline
Si02, the strong and weak anti-bonding states form the conduction band, while the
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a=109.5
SA
P=120-180 Si-O /A
(anti-bond)
A A \ |
Bridging Oxygen *
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oxygen
*
f> LP
Si-O
(bond! SB
Figure 4.2. Structural form of Si(0,J4. Figure 4.3. Bonding energy for Si02
lone pair state and strong and weak bond states form the valence band. A band gap of
1 1 .7 eV (106 nm) is due to transitions between bonding and non-bonding states. If
nonbridging oxygen atoms exist, the energy gap drops below 1 1.7 eV, corresponding to
higherUV cut-offwavelengths. The existence ofnonbridging oxygen atoms can be
influenced by modifying ions in the glass or damage to the crystal structure. The bond
angle formed between O-Si-0 is 109.5 and Si-O-Si bonds in amorphous Si02 range from
120-180
. This variation in the Si-O-Si allows for a lower band gap for amorphous Si02
than for crystalline Si02, as well as a center point for dangling bonds and additional
absorption centers.
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4. 1 .2 UV Induced Damage to Fused Silica
Energetic particles (such as electrons and X-rays ) and short wavelength photons
have been shown to alter the optical properties of materials, including fused silica
[53-62]. Furthermore, because of the high peak power of pulsed lasers, optical damage
through rearrangement is possible with excimer lasers operating at 248 nm and 193 nm
wavelengths [63,64]. Optical absorption and luminescence can be caused by a lack of
stoichiometry in the fused silica molecular matrix. Changes in structure can come about
through absorption of radiation and energy transfer processes. Energy is absorbed into the
material and released through molecular rearrangements. F color centers in type III fused
silica (wet fused silica synthesized directly by flame hydrolysis of silicon tetrachloride in a
hydrogen-oxygen flame [65]) have been shown to exist at 2.7 eV (458 nm), 4.8 eV (260
nm), and 5.8 eV (210 nm) [66]. The formation of these
E'
centers is due to rearrangement
ofunbonded or damaged molecular fragments. Upon absorption of radiation,
electron-hole (exiton) formation may result. Non-radiative decay releases the exiton
energy in the form of lattice vibrations, resulting in bond breakage and rearrangement.
The resulting paramagnetic dangling bonds result in additional energy states within the
material band gap and additional absorption centers.
The mechanisms involved in these rearrangements and electron-hole
production are dependent on the
OH"
content of the fused silica. "Dry" fused silica, with
OH concentrations below 10 ppm has been shown to degrade more rapidly than
"wet"
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fused silica, with OH concentrations between 300 and 1200 ppm. The
E'
center produced
in low OH fused silica occurs when radiation creates an oxygen vacancy between silica
structures:
= Si - O - Si = +
e"
+ h+ -> = Si + Si-O-0 ,
s Si - OH -> & Si - 0- +H
where
' denotes three back bonds to oxygen and " " denotes an unpaired spin. Figure
4.4 shows this possible E' production mechanism for low OH concentrations.
E'
centers in wet silica occur when a hydrogen atom resulting from bond fragmentation
combines with Si-Si bonded molecules:
= Si - Si = + H -> = Si- + s Si - H .
The possible E1 mechanism for high OH concentration is shown in Figure 4.5.
Exciton (-)
Si + e-
Figure 4.4. Production ofE' center through creation of an oxygen vacancy between adjacent silica.
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+ H-
tf
H
Si
Figure 4.5. Production ofE' center through hydrogen Si-Si combination in wet silica.
In addition to absorption at E' centers, nonbridging oxygen hole centers (NBOHC)
have been identified as defects in fused silica [67]. These centers become potential hole
traps and are most often produced by radiolysis ofhydroxyl groups:
= Si - OH + (e-, h+) -> = Si - O- +H- ,
where (e-, h+) represents an exiton created upon radiation. H- is unstable above 130 K
and anneals to form molecular hydrogen through dimerization:
2 H- -> H2
above 200K or re-attaches to dangling oxygens. Wet fused silicas, therefore, have a
higher tendency to resist NBOHC than dry fused silicas, where NBOHC occur through
breakage of Si-O bonds:
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= Si-0-Si = ->Si-0 + Si = .
A third defect in fused silica which may result in additional UV absorption bands
are peroxy radicals (=Si-0-0-) The most likely production mode for peroxy radicals is
through the reaction of interstitial oxygen with an E' defect center, depicted in Figure 4.6.
sSi + Si = + 02 - = Si - O - O + Si =
Si
Figure 4.6. Production mode for peroxy radical via reaction with
E'
center.
4.1.3 Damage Testing ofFused Silica with 193 nm Radiation
Optical properties of fused silica upon prolonged exposure were measured to
determine the extent of formation ofdefect centers through radiolysis. Since high OH
content fused silica has less potential susceptibility to formation of
E'
centers, NBOHC,
and peroxy radicals, this material is ofmost interest for use as optical refractive elements
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and photomask material. A commercially available
"wet" fused silica material produced
through oxidation of SiCl4 in a Hj-02 flame from Corning Inc. and OH content of
approximately 1000 ppm was examined. A Lumonics EX600 60W maximum power ArF
excimer laser pulsed at 150 Hz was utilized at Corning Inc. to deliver 1x10s pulses over
the course of 8 days. Two samples were irradiated at separate levels ofpulse fluence,
5mj/cm2
and 30 mj/cm2 per pulse.
An Hitachi U4001 UV spectrometer was used to measure changes in absorption.
For each measurement, absorbance values were taken both inside and outside the exposed
areas. Values were subtracted to determine absorbance changes. A permanent increase in
absorption at two bands was observed, a more intense band centered between 210 and
222 nm and a weaker band near 260 nm. The overlap of the tail of the 210-220 ran peak
(corresponding to an E' center of 5.8 eV) will introduce the greatest influence for 193 nm
transmission and is ofgreatest concern. Absorbance data for increasing pulse count is
shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. As seen, an increase of less than 0.03 absorbance units is
induced in fused silica for 100 million pulses at 5 mj/cm2per pulse, where at 30 mj/pulse
an increase of 0. 14 absorbance units is induced. Damage is produced with an
exponential effect, with a factor near 0.75. This implies that damage does reach a
threshold, and is a limiting reaction with increasing pulse energy. The onset of damage
above a minimum level occurs near 40 million pulses for 30
mj/cm2
pulse energy. The
increased absorbance is greatest at the 210-220 nm E' center. Overlap into the 193 nm
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Figure 4.7. Induced absorption at 193 nm and 210-220 nm from 5 mj/cm2 ArF excimer laser radiation,
150 Hz.
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Figure 4.8. Induced absorption at 193 nm and 210-220 nm from 30
mj/cm2ArF excimer laser
radiation, 150 Hz.
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region creates induced absorbance values near 8%.
In addition to the changes in absorption due to 193 nm radiation, a change in
optical path was measured using a Zygo Mark IV XD phase-measuring interferometer. A
macroscopic densification of the fused silica material creates a compaction effect,
essentially pulling the material inward. This compaction causes a reduction in the
geometric pathlength and an increase in refractive index. A change in OPD of 10 ppm was
measured between the undamaged fused silica and material receiving
lxlO8
pulses at 30
mj/cm2.
To determine the impact that a compaction effect of this order would have in a
lithographic application, resist exposure requirements were considered. With a spectrally
narrowed 193 nm excimer laser delivering -10 mj/pulse, the energy density per pulse
reaching the wafer surface may be on the order of 1
mj/cm2
per pulse. The last optical
element experiences the highest fluence, as it is closest to the focal point of the reduction
projection lens. At this fluence, 3xl09 pulses would be required to create a 10 ppm OPD..
If a photoresist material sensitive to 50mj/cm2 was utilized for exposure, and a 50% set up
time was estimated for each exposure 3xl08 resist exposures could be made before the 10
ppm OPD was realized. If 1 ppm OPD was considered within the acceptable limits of
performance of the lens, many years ofexposures could be made before the optics were
effectively damaged.
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A similar analogy could be made for the effects of radiation induced absorption at
193 nm. From data at 5 mj/cm2 and 30 mj/cm2 it is seen that there is a non-linear
relationship between laser fluence and absorption. If an optical element is subjected to a
fluence of 1 mj/cm2, an absorption increase of 0.7% might be induced in the material with
lxlO8
pulses. With a photoresist sensitivity of50
mj/cm2
and a 50% set up rate, the would
allow for lxlO6 exposures.
The impact of the material compaction and radiation absorption effects on a
lithographic system would be minimal, given the expected lifetime of an IC application.
Considering a useful production window of two years for any technology ( which can be
demonstrated from the history of theDRAM for instance), an optical projection tool
operating at 193 nm would likely not be subjected to millions or billions of resist
exposures before being replaced with the next technology generation. An evaluation of
the impact of small changes in optical absorption and path length changes may, though,
require evaluation to determine their impact on process latitude and control.
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4.2 193 nm Refractive Optics
Early refractive microlithographic lenses resembled microscope objectives and
projection lithography was often performed using off-the-shelfmicroscope designs and
construction. As IC device areas grew, requirements on lens field sizes increased. Field
sizes greater 25 mm are not uncommon for current IC technology using lens numerical
apertures above 0.50. Such requirements have led to the development of i-line (365 nm)
and deep UV (248 nm) lenses which operate well beyond X/4 requirements for diffraction
limited performance, delivering resolution approaching 0.25 pm. Lithography at 193 nm
has the potential to push resolution beyond 0.25 pm. Refractive systems are, though,
limited by the choice of suitable optical materials available. The use of single material lens
elements in refractive optics at 193 nm places a challenge on lens design and manufacture,
in addition to forcing spectral constraints on the illuminating source.
First order approximations for source bandwidth based on paraxial defocus of the
image by halfof the Rayleigh focal depth show a high dependency on lens NA and focal
length. Chromatic aberration is determined by:
where/is focal length, n is refractive index, and 5/is focus error, or chromatic aberration.
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Combining with the Rayleigh depth of focus condition:
DOF = +0.5-^4-
,NA2 '
(where X is wavelength and NA is the lens numerical aperture) produces a relationship:
AX{FWHM) =
fr~ l^X
where dto/tfA is the dispersion of the lens material. Lens magnification, m, impacts
required bandwidth as:
(yi-l)X
AXiFWHM) =
2f(l+m)(t)NA2
A desirable lithographic objective from the standpoint of the laser requirements
would have a short focal length and a small magnification ( high reduction factor) for a
given numerical aperture. Requirements of large scale integrated circuit lithography make
such parameter choices difficult. If field size demand is reduced substantially, focal length
can be decreased and higher reduction factors can be utilized. Furthermore, lens
complexity is decreased and transmission properties can be increased with fewer optical
elements. For a 1 mm field size, a 15 mm focal length, and a reduction of20X, a 0.60 NA
objective lens fabricated from fused silica (with a refractive index of 1.56032 and
dispersion of -0.0017 ran"1 for 193.3 nm) requires a source bandwidth of 8 pm. For a 0.30
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NA lens, a bandwidth of30 pm is required. These source requirements could be met with
etalon narrowing of an ArF excimer. A single etalon incorporated into the laser cavity
could deliver a spectral bandwidth suitable for a 0.30 NA objective lens and a pair of
etalons could suit requirements of a 0.60 NA lens. A lens field size on this order is
appropriate for use in lithographic imaging research, resist material research, and
lithographic process development. Furthermore, a lens designed for a numerical aperture
variable within the range of0.30 to 0.60 would allow for optimization of focal depth for a
chosen minimum feature size.
4.2.1 Lens Requirements and Design
Requirements for a refractive system for 1 93 nm lithography include an
illumination system, a reduction photomask (reticle), an objective lens, and a substrate
holderwith focus control in the imaging plane. Uniform illumination is required on the
"transilluminated"
reticle, and direct illumination from an excimer laser source does not
provide efficient radiation control. A condenser lens configuration where the illuminating
source is imaged into the objective lens, known asKohler illumination, is a suitable
method ofproviding uniform illumination to a reticle, and was chosen for use with the
system. The method is shown in Figure 4. 10, where the objective lens is the field stop and
the aperture stop is the photomask. The image of the photomask in image space is the
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Figure 4.10. Kohler illumination for lithographic system, ds is source size, d's is effective source size,
and do is objective lens entrance pupil.
substrate image, which is also the exit pupil. Thus, the image surface and the exit pupil
are the same.
4.2.2 Illumination System for 193 nm
The illuminator for the system was designed with a surface roughened fused silica
diffuser as a first lens element to act as a source to be imaged into the objective lens pupil.
In order to allow variation in pupil fill, and thus degree of partial coherence, an iris
diaphragm was placed at the diffuser source. Stopping down of the condenser NA allows
control of the partial coherence, as defined by the partial coherence factor , a:
a = d*s/do=NAc/NA0,
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where NAp is the condenser lens numerical aperture and NA0 is the objective lens
numerical aperture. A partial coherence factor of 0 implies coherent (or point source)
illumination and a factor of 1 implies incoherent illumination. The condenser lens design
is shown in Table 4.3. This design for 193 nm was adapted from a Tropel design for a
248 nm illuminator, where elements 2&3 have been designed to allow for longitudinal
shifting. Through adjustment of these two elements, variation in focal position is allowed
and pupil fill can be accomplished at 193nm. The range ofNAs available from the
condenser is from 0.06 to 0.60, which allows a values between 0. 1 and 0.9 for objective
NAs between 0.30 and 0.60.
Element Radius Radius Thickness Material
Number Front Back
Object INF 0.0000
5.0000
Diffuser
1 45.210CX -45.21 CX 10.0000
36.7021"
silica
2 56.462CX -56.462CX 8.3000
28.1855
silica
3 21.4670CX 6.9470CC 2.7640
118.2932T
silica
4 91.9900CX -91.9900CX 5.8000
20.0000
silica
5 INF INF 3.1750 reticle
Table 4.3. Condenser lens design forKohler illumination in 193 nm system, units in mm.
"
Lens
spacing variable to ~d=10mm.
T Lens spacing adjustedwith element 2.
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Uniformity of the objective lens pupil varies as the condenser lens aperture is
stopped down. As the degree ofpartial coherence decreases (largerNAJ, the uniformity
of the illumination at the mask decreases. Figures 4. 1 1 shows illumination uniformity at
the reticle plane at NA,, values of 0.60 and 0.24. Intensity plots were obtained with a
Spiracon LBA100 Laser Beam Analyzer, equipped with a Pulnix 765x493 CCD camera
and aUV sensitive fluorescing plate, obtained though Star Tech instruments. The
condenser lens system was illuminated directly with the ArF excimer beam, narrowed with
one etalon to approximately 26 pm. The camera to condenser system spacing was set to
allow measurements at the reticle field distance, approximately 1 5 mm from the condenser
system flange. A sampling area was chosen to correspond with the 1 inch field of the
reticle. Energy levels were calibrated using a Scientech pyroelectric joulemeter, and
energy data is shown in Table 4.4. For illumination fill with the condenser lens assembly
set at 0.60 NA, the field uniformity is approximately 6.7%, and for a 0.24 NA the field
uniformity is approximately 3.4%. Reasonable field uniformity is obtainable with the
relatively non-uniform output beam of the narrowed excimer without use of homogenizing
methods because of the small portion of the beam used to fill the condenser system. For a
NA,, of0.60, the center 227
mm2
of the beam is utilized, and for 0.24NA 19.6 mm2 is
used. The measured values correspond to a full objective lensNA of0.60. At lower
objective lens apertures, field size is reduced and uniformity will also improve.
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Figure 4.11a. Illumination uniformity from Figure 4.11b. Illumination uniformity from
condenser lens system at 0.60 NA. Full
1"
reticle condenser lens system at 0.24NA. Full 1" reticle
plane is shown. Field uniformity is 3.4%. plane is shown. Field uniformity is 6.7%.
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NAc=0.24 NAc=0.60
Total energy 0.304 mj 2.466 mj
Peak energy density 6.05 mj/cm2 49.40
mj/cm2
Mean 5.31 mj/cm2 43.40mj/cm2
Deviation 0.199 mj/cm2 2.92mj/cm2
Deviation/Mean 3.74% 6.72%
Table 4.4. Condenser system illumination uniformity at 0.60NA and 0.24 NA.
4.2.3 Refractive Objective Lens for 193 nm
The objective lens for the system was chosen based on an existing small field
imaging system for 248 nm exposure [68]. Performance objectives for 193 nm included:
diffraction limited imaging with a variable numerical aperture range of0.30 to 0.60, a
rninimum field size of 1 mm at full aperture, an effective focal length no greater than 15
mm, a reduction ratio of 20: 1, and transmission loss through the lens no greater than
50%. Based on these objectives, desired resolution performance and depth of focus were
determined and are shown in Table 4.5.
0.30 NA 0.45 NA 0.60 NA
Required bandwidth, AX (FWHM) >20pm >10pm >5 pm
Resolution, 0.5X/NA 0.32 nm 0.21 um 0.16 nm
Depth ofFocus,
0.5/JiSA2 1.07 urn 0.48 ^m 0.27 nm
Table 4.5 Desired performance criteria for 193 nm objective lens.
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The projection lens was designed and constructed at Tropel Inc. in Fairport, N.Y.. The
objective is a variable numerical aperture (0.3 to 0.6) all refractive, six element lens with a
lmm approximate field diameter. The object to image distance is 3 15.43 mm, the
effective focal length is 12.85 mm, and the entrance pupil is located 257.04 mm from the
object. Figure 4.12 shows a diagram of the objective lens. The small number of optical
elements in the projection lens reduces transmission loss, which would be encountered in
the typical lens design consisting of 20 to 30 elements. Additionally, the short focal length
and 20X magnification relaxes the requirement of source bandwidth to 7 pm for 0.60NA
as calculated from the first order approximation to source bandwidth for one halfRayleigh
focal depth. A FWHM bandwidth of 26 pm is the minimum requirement for 0.30 NA
which can be obtained with a single etalon in the excimer laser cavity. A single blank of
UV grade fused silica with
OH"
concentration in the range of 1000 ppm was used for lens
manufacture. Transmission of loss of 3 1% is estimated through the total 40.6 mm lens
glass thickness as a result ofbulk absorbance and scattering.
Because the projection lens has a field size of 1 mm, lens complexity is reduced
and diffraction limited (<X/4 OPD) images can be obtained within a numerical aperture
range of 0.30 to 0.60. Wavefront data from lens design, represented by Fringe Zernike
polynomial coefficient terms, are shown in Table 4.6 for axis, 0.70, and edge field
positions at 193.3 ran and at a + 2 pm deviation from the exposing wavelength
(NA=0.60).
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Zemike terms at 193.300 nm Zemike terms at 193.302 nm Aberration
Term Axis 0.7 Zone Edge Axis 0.7 Zone Edge
1 0.017 0.0131 0.0098 -0.019 0.0234 0.0269 Piston
2 -2E-18 -2E-18 3E-17 -1E-18 -3E-17 -3E-17 XTilt
3 -7E-12 0.0681 -0.1493 5E-12 -0.0756 -0.1601 YTilt
4 0.0133 O.0002 -0.0151 -0.0246 -0.0386 -0.0538 Power
5 -8E-10 0.0369 0.0716 1E-09 0.0369 0.0717 3rd order astigmatism
6 -2E-19 1E-17 2E-17 2E-19 -3E-17 -4E-17 3rd order 45 astigmatism
7 9E-19 1E-17 2E-17 -5E-18 4E-18 2E-17 3rd orderX coma
8 5E-13 0.0181 0.0062 8E-12 0.0187 -0.0054 3rd orderY coma
9 0.0211 0.01 -0.0037 0.0191 0.008 -0.0058 3rd order spherical
10 -1E-19 -2E-17 -4E-17 -1E-18 -2E-17 -8E-17
11 5E-12 0.0261 0.0771 -5E-12 0.0261 0.0771
12 -1E-09 0.0273 0.0563 1E-09 0.0273 0.0563 5th order astigmatism
13 -2E-19 7E-18 1E-17 -5E-20 -2E-17 2E-17 5th order 45 astigmatism
14 -6E-18 -2E-17 3E-17 4E-18 -2E-17 4E-17 5th order X coma
15 2E-12 0.0212 0.0292 -1E-11 0.0212 0.0293 5th orderY coma
16 0.0294 0.0303 0.0297 0.0292 0.0302 0.0296 5th order spherical
17 -4E-06 -4E-05 -0.0002 -4E-06 -4E-05 -0.0002
18 -5E-19 1E-17 2E-17 2E-19 -2E-17 2E-17
19 -3E-18 -3E-17 -4E-18 -3E-18 -2E-17 -4E-17
20 -8E-13 0.0002 0.0008 1E-11 0.0002 0.0007
21 -1E-09 0.0041 0.0086 1E-10 0.0041 0.0085 7th order astigmatism
22 2E-19 -5E-18 -1E-17 6E-20 3E-18 2E-17 7th order 45 astigmatism
23 -4E-18 -1E-17 8E-18 9E-19 2E-17 2E-17 7th order X coma
24 1E-11 -0.0052 -0.0061 -4E-12 -0.0052 -O.006 7th order Y coma
25 0.0105 0.0125 0.0134 0.0105 0.0125 0.0134 7th order spherical
26 2E-18 -4E-18 4E-17 2E-18 3E-18 1E-17
27 2E-12 2E-05 4E-05 3E-11 2E-05 3E-05
28 -5E-06 -5E-06 -7E-05 -5E-06 -5E-06 -7E-05
29 4E-20 2E-18 4E-17 -6E-19 1E-17 -3E-18
30 -2E-18 -3E-18 -7E-18 2E-19 2E-19 8E-19
31 -3E-12 -0.0004 -0.0009 8E-12 -0.0004 -0.0009
32 1E-10 -0.0007 -0.0008 -1E-09 -0.0007 -0.0008 9th order astigmatism
33 -1E-19 2E-18 7E-19 2E-19 1E-17 -4E-18 9th order 45 astigmatism
34 -2E-18 -2E-17 -2E-17 -6E-18 -4E-18 6E-19 9th order X coma
35 -7E-13 0.0031 0.0035 -3E-11 0.0031 0.0035 9th order Y coma
36 0.0056 0.0051 0.0043 0.0056 0.0051 0.0043 9th order spherical
37 -0.0004 -0.0006 -0.0009 -0.0004 -0.0006 0.0009 11th order spherical
Table 4.6. Zemike Polynomial terms for axis, 0.70 zone, and edge
field positions at 193.300 and
193.302 nm, inwavelengths.
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OPD, defocus -0.3 urn, 0.70 field OPD, defocus = 0.3 urn, 0.70 field
OPD, defocus 0 urn, 0.70 field
Figure 4.13a, b, c Wavefront aberration
plots at 0.70 field for defocus of -0.3, 0.0,
and +0.3 microns.
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OPD, defocus = -0.3 um. Full field OPD, defocus = 0.3 um. Full field
OPD, defocus - 0 um, Full field
r
#'
Figure 4.13d, e, f. Wavefront aberration
plots at full field for defocus of -0.3, 0.0,
and +0.3 microns.
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Index values for fused silica were extrapolated using aMalitson technique[69], and were
considered accurate to +/- 0.0001. Waveform deformation (OPD) plots for -0.3 to 0.3
microns ofdefocus at 0.70 and full field positions are shown in Figure 4. 13. Total
wavefront distortion remains below one fifth wave up to full field.
The imaging system configured with the objective lens and illumination system is
shown in Figure 4. 14. The line-narrowed excimer beam is input into the condenser lens
system which illuminates the 20X reticle. The wafer substrate is held in contact to the
objective lens through a pneumatic vacuum stage. To ensure that the substrate is placed in
the focal plane of the objective lens, three stainless steel ball bearings are mounted with
optical tolerance on the image side of the lens. Focus is controlled at the mask position
through use of a micrometer. Since the system is 20:1 reduction, a 0.01 mm focus shift at
the reticle corresponds to 0.5 pm in the image plane. This value can be split, allowing
focus control to 0.25 pm.
193 nm Illumination system
Focus control
V
y
0
from excimer Turningmirror
>
\
V
\
Variable NA \ Objective lens1. Variable NA
Mask plane J
Pneumatic |
z-position
control
i_i
\ Vacuum wafer chuck
Figure 4.14. 193 nm projection system configuration
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Irradiance at the wafer plane is a function of transmission properties ofoptics,
pupil settings of illuminator optics, and the projection lens reduction factor. The 20X
reduction factor of the system creates a situation where very low irradiance levels at the
mask may be sufficient for resist exposure at the wafer plane. Table 4.7 shows results of
measuring transmission values of the illumination system at the mask plane, measured with
a Scientech 373 UV joulemeter from full aperture to minimum pupil size. From these
values, it can be seen that laser pulse energies of 5 mj/cm2 at 100 Hz, or 500 mw/cm2,
reduce to 0.865 mw/cm2 at 0.60 NA^ and 3.01xl0"3 mw/cm2 at 0. 12 NA^ Transmission
losses in the objective lens reduce this value by 3 1% and absorption of 193 nm radiation in
air reduces it a further 10% for the ~1 meter that the beam travels through the entire
system. After taking into account the 20X reduction factor, however, resulting irradiance
values at the wafer become 215 mw/cm2 for 0.60 NA^ and 0.748 mw/cm2 for 0. 12 NAc,
comparable to what is delivered by conventional projection systems for Hg lamp
applications. Although reasonably high, these values do limit the practical sensitivities of
resists used with the system. Resists requiring exposure doses on the order of 1 joule
would require exposure times of4.65 seconds per field at NA^. settings of0.60. At
settings of 0.12 NA however, exposure times of 1337 seconds, or 22 minutes, would be
required. Although dual etalon excimer laser operation is possible for this amount of time,
it is likely that etalon heating will cause wavelength drift during operation. Such drifts
would result in focus error during exposure. Operation of the 193 nm projection system
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at low NAc values (and correspondingly high a values) is desirable for imaging small
features below k, = 0.5. If resists requiring exposure doses on the order of 10 mj/cm2were
considered, exposure times would be reduced to 13.4 seconds for 0. 12 NA^., which would
be compatible with system capabilities.
Setting NAj, Transmission
A 0.6 1.73E-3
B 0.54 1.17E-3
C 0.48 8.61E-4
D 0.42 6.60E-4
E 0.36 4.85E-4
F 0.3 2.93E-4
G 0.24 1.49E-4
H 0.18 5.41E-5
I 0.12 6.02E-6
Table 4.7. Transmission values for illumination system at various NAc settings.
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4.2.4 Scalar DiffractionModeling
Lithographic modeling and simulation techniques were utilized to evaluate
performance capabilities of the projection system. Because of the highNA of the system,
the suitability of scalar diffraction based models had to be evaluated prior to application.
Lithographic modeling and simulation based on scalar image formation share
certain approximations, namely the scalar amplitude ofjust one transverse component of
the electric field is considered [70]. Scalar theory yields accurate results if the image field
is not observed too close to the lens pupil, but becomes inaccurate as the pupil diameter
increases. As the pupil diameter approaches the pupil to image distance, orNA
approaches 0.50, propagation angles of the electric field become significant and traditional
scalar models require correction. Additional deviations from scalar approximations occur
at the mask, where differences in transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM)
polarizations exist, and within the photoresist film, where non-vertical propagation and
thin film effects impact feature parameters.
4.2.4. 1 Scalar and Vector DiffractionModels
High numerical aperture corrections have recently been incorporated into scalar
diffraction models. To account for effects within a resist film as a result of oblique
propagation of light rays, bulk defocus effects and damped energy coupling have been
incorporated into models [71]. As the Rayleigh focal depth approaches the resist
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thickness, modeling of these effects becomes important for accurate simulation of latent
images and developed patterns. Further extensions of scalar diffraction have involved
modeling without paraxial image or thin lens approximations [72]. Simulations with these
extensions are able to predict the magnification dependence of the aerial image and the
breakdown ofRayleigh k, factor scaling at NAs above 0.50.
Mask polarization effects have been shown to be significant in IX imaging systems
[73]. Differences between TE and TM polarizations are not pronounced for 20X systems,
but are measurable as feature sizes approach the wavelength of illumination. The TE
mode will give rise to more ringing at edges and lower peak intensity than the TM mode.
A 2.8% difference between polarization modes at 5X reduction has been reported for a
2.5 pm mask opening. To account for this at the mask, an x-y mask bias may need to be
introduced. Scalar models cannot make this prediction and experimental determination
would likely be required.
In situations where polarization mode contributes to image formation, vector
diffraction theory may be required [74]. These effects will be most evident in systems
using highly polarized laser illumination and in systems with NAs that do not satisfy the
approximations employed in scalar modeling. Since scalar methods treat all illumination
as having the same polarization amplitude, with all polarization vectors perpendicular to
the plane of incidence, the significance ofpropagation angles of the electric field cannot be
accounted for. More complex modeling using vector approaches needs to be utilized to
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understand these effects. A vector diffraction model which treats the image as a sum of
weighted plane wave components has been utilized for both two and three dimensional
cases. Models have assumed a scalar treatment of imaging effects at the reduction mask
and have accounted for polarization through propagation within meridional planes, with
no amplitude or phase changes at optical interfaces. An approximation that each point on
the exit pupil results in a plane wave propagation toward geometric focus is made, a valid
assumption for large pupil diameters and small image fields close to the geometrical focus.
Simulations have shown significant polarization effects at NAs above 0.50 for both
resolution and depth-of-focus (DOF). It has been shown that Rayleigh resolution scaling
(k/NA) overestimates image contrast at high NAs for TM polarization and Rayleigh
depth-of-focus scaling (X./NA2) overestimates DOF.
4.2.4.2 Verification of Scalar DiffractionModels
An experimental design approach was used to study the effects and interactions of
coherence, polarization, and numerical aperture on a resist feature response [75]. Both
vector and scalar diffraction models were used to simulate lithographic imaging into
photoresist. Appendix I shows details of this study. A scalar diffraction modeling
package (PROLITH/2 V.2.2) employing corrections for bulk defocus effects and damped
energy coupling at high NA was used for scalar simulations [76]. A vector image code
(VIC) was used for vector simulations, which is based on plane wave decomposition of
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the radiation that propagates from the exit pupil and a modified thin film treatment of
propagation into the photoresist [74]. Diffraction effects at the mask are dealt with using
scalar theory, an assumption that is valid for the 20X reduction system under study.
Results of the investigation showed scalar modeling to be adequate for imaging with NAs
up to 0.60, with corrections employed. In the numerical aperture range of0.30 to 0.60,
no differences in exposure latitude for +/- 0.3 pm defocus was observable for TM and TE
states of linear polarization through vector modeling. A 2.5% difference between TM and
TE polarization states for 0.60NA is predicted through vector modeling for conditions of
severe overexposure and defocus into the resist, situations which would prevent adequate
lithographic imaging. Based on these results, corrected scalar diffraction models have
been employed for modeling of image intensity as well as photoresist profiles.
4.2.5 Simulated 193 nm Lens Performance
The performance capabilities of the projection system have been investigated
through simulations using DEPICT-2, scalar diffraction based modeling software capable
of simulating the effects ofhigh-order lens aberration [77]. Through specification of
Zernike lens aberration coefficients, two-dimensional aerial image intensity distributions
were calculated and plotted for 0.25 pm and 0.20 pm features on 0.70, full field, and
on-axis position for 0.60 NA and a = 0.50 (Figure 4.15). Constant value contours
correspond to 12.5% for all cases. Rotations within the field position of 0, 45, and 90
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degrees are compared to an ideal aberration free aerial image. Y tilt can be detected at
full field, 90 degrees but can be corrected for 3rd and 5th order Y coma (terms 8 and 15)
account considerably for error at 0.70 and full field. One dimensional aerial image
intensity plots are shown in Figure 4. 16, for 0.25 and 0.20 pm features at 0.60 NA for
+0.45 microns ofdefocus. Aerial image modulation, (I -I )/ (I +1 . ), is calculated*-' 3 * max nun * max mtny '
for each case. Image modulation above 95% can be obtained for 0.25 micron features at
full field and modulation above 91% can be obtained for 0.20 pm features, ifbest focus is
maintained. Appendix II contains simulation code.
To analyze the relationship between the aerial image and its effects on the
exposure of a photosensitive resist material, exposure reactions need to be considered. An
aerial image I(x) exposes a photoresist to produce a distribution of some chemical change,
commonly known as the latent image m(x). The gradient of the latent image 8m/5x will
determine resist performance properties such as contrast and develop latitude and is
desired to be a maximum. Through exposure, the latent image gradient is directly related
to the gradient of the log of the aerial image blog(I)lhx. The log-slope of the aerial image
can, therefore, be utilized to characterize the ability of the aerial image to print features
into photoresist material.
The log-slope metric was utilized to investigate the effects of excimer laser
bandwidth on the aerial image. Relating lens defocus to laser bandwidth:
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Figure 4.15a. Two-dimensional aerial image intensity distributions for 0.25 micron features; 0.60 NA
a=0.50, 0.70 field.
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Figure 4.15b. Two-dimensional aerial image intensity distributions for 0.25 micron features; 0.60 NA
rj=0.50, full field.
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Figure 4.15c. Two-dimensional aerial image intensity distributions for 0.20 micron features; 0.60 NA,
cr=0.50, 0.70 field.
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Figure 4.15d. Two-dimensional aerial image intensity distributions for 0.20 micron features; 0.60 NA
o=0.50, full field.
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Figure 4.16a. One-dimensional aerial image intensity plot for 0.25 micron features; 0.60 NA cr =
0.50, full field position, 0.0, 0.15, 0.3, and 0.45 micron defocus. Image modulation is 95%, 94%, 89%,
and 59% for 0, 0. 15, 0.30, and 0.45 micron defocus.
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Figure 4.16b. One-dimensional aerial image intensity plot for 0.20 micron features; 0.60 NA, o =
0.50, full field position, 0.0, 0.15, 0.3, and 0.45 micron defocus. Image modulation is 91%, 89%, 73%,
and 40 % for 0.0, 0.15, 0.30, and 0.45 micron defocus.
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simulations were performed for laser bandwidth (FWHM) from 1 pm to 30 pm for
objective lens NAs between 0.30 and 0.60. For the 193 nm, 12.85 mm focal length
refractive lens, 6F=3.3 15xlO"2AX. Figure 4. 17 shows results for theNA values of0.30,
0.45, and 0.60. In each case, k, was held constant at 0.50 so equivalent feature sizes
could be compared. For 0.30NA this corresponded to 0.322 pm features, for 0.45 NA
0.214 micron features were simulated, and for 0.60NA 0. 161 micron features were
simulated. A partial coherence factor of0.60 was used in each case. As seen,
requirements on laser bandwidth are tighter as numerical aperture increases. To
investigate tolerances further, simulations were made for 7 and 26 pm, the FWHM
bandwidth required for 0.60 and 0.30NA respectively. Figure 4. 18 shows results of
these simulations. The feature size simulated for the 26 pm curve is 0.332 microns
(k =0.5 for 0.30 NA) and 0. 161 pm for the 7 pm curve (k,=0.5 for 0.60 NA). As seen,
there is an optimum range of numerical aperture for each FWHM bandwidth, at the
simulated feature sizes. As numerical aperture increases, the aerial image log slope for a
fixed feature size increases, until the contribution from laser bandwidth to defocus
dominates. This relationship demonstrates the need to match the imaging systemNA and
laser narrowing to the desired feature size.
To evaluate the performance of an imaging system from aerial image log-slope
information, minimum criteria need to be established. By utilizing resist exposure and
focal depth requirements for a normalized image log-slope (NILS) has been introduced as
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Figure 4.17. Simulated aerial image log slope for 193 nm lens operating 0.30, 0.45, and 0.60 NA as
a function of laser bandwidth, FWHM. k,=0.5 corresponding to 0.332 um, 0.214 um, and 0.161 um
for 0.30, 0.45, and 0.60 NA.
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Figure 4.18. Simulated aerial image log slope for 193 nm lens operating 7 pm and 26 pm as a
function of lens numerical aperture (k,=0.5).
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a metric for evaluating minimum performance criteria for aerial image information [78].
The normalized image log-slope is defined as the product of the image log-slope and the
feature size. ANILS value between 2 and 4 has been shown to be adequate for image
transfer into a single layer resist material. From Figure 4. 16, it is seen that for 0.332 pm
features (0.30 NA), a minimum image log-slope of 6 is needed for a NILS of2, which can
be obtained with bandwidths to 26 pm. For 0.214 pm features (0.45 NA), a minimum
image log-slope of 9.4 is needed, obtainable with bandwidths to 12 pm. For 0.161 pm
features (0.60 NA), a minimum image log-slope of 12.4 is needed, obtainable with
bandwidths to 7 pm. These values correspond directly with those calculated for half
Rayleigh focal depth.
4.2.6 193 nm Imaging Performance
Conventionally, lithographic resolution is derived from imaging mask gratings of
increasing spatial frequency and evaluating resulting 1-2 pm thick resist images using
techniques such as SEM. Such an evaluation is strongly dependent on the integrity and
control of the resist process, making it difficult for 193 nm applications. A method of
measuring image contrast through the modulation transfer function (MTF) allows
evaluation of optical performance and has been used to evaluate the capability of the
193nm system. A chromium on fused silica mask with line/space pairs decreasing in pitch
from 2.0 to 0.2 pm has been fabricated using electron beam techniques (Figure 4. 19).
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Figure 4.19. Layout for 20:1 chromium on fused silicaMTF mask. Line/space pairs range from 2.0 to
0.2 microns at IX.
A 5"x5"x0.090" fused silica mask was coated through sputtering with approximately
1000A of chromium in a CVC DC sputtering system. A novalac-based electron beam
resist material was coated over the chromium to produce a sensitized mask
blank. Upon
electron beam exposure of line/space patterns at 20:1 and subsequent development ,
line/space patterns were transferred into the chromium through wet etching with a eerie
ammonium nitrate solution.
TheMTF of an imaging system will depend on the exposing wavelength, the
objective lensNA the degree ofpartial coherence, and aberrations and focus
errors
present. The aerial image produced from a grating mask will exhibit
decreased
modulation as spatial frequencies increase or line sizes decrease
(modulation =
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(Jmax-tmiJ/Omax+imiJ where I^ is the maximum value of intensity in the aerial image and
Imn is the minimum value of intensity). A threshold detector placed at the image plane,
capable of recording a wide range of intensity levels, would allow capture of aerial image
information for calculation ofmodulation. A thin layer ofpositive photoresist can act as a
threshold detector by utilizing the dose required to allow complete removal upon
development (commonly referred to as dose-to-clear, Dc). From this Dc value, intensity
values / can be determined from:
1/1(0) =^0, ,
whereDt is the dose delivered for a given exposure, and 1(0) is the intensity at the wafer
plane. Ima is determined directly from the exposure dose to clear value (I(0)D/Dc = 1(0)),
and Innn is determined from the exposure dose to fully clear line (shadowed) regions.
To experimentally determineMTF, a 0. 1 pm thin layer of496K molecular weight
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) was spin coated on a 4" Si wafer substrate. Such a thin
layer approximates a threshold detector and reduces lateral dissolution during
development. Because of the low absorbance ofPMMA at 193 nm (approximately 0.16
per pm film thickness), reflection at the resist/Si interface had to be minimized. This was
accomplished by coating the Si wafer with a 2500 A film of a hard baked novalac resin,
which has absorbance near 17 per pm at 193 nm [79]. Exposures were made with the
imaging system set up for 0.30 NA at the objective lens and a partial coherence value
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ofa = 0.70. Exposures were made ranging from approximately 200
mj/cm2
to 5000
mj/cm2
and values for Ima and 7TOn for each pitch spacing were determined based on the
dose required to clear spaces in the grating and the dose which causes removal of the
lines. Development of exposed PMMA was accomplished through immersion processing
in aMTBKTsopropyl alcohol mixture for 30 seconds. Development was followed by an
isopropyl alcohol rinse and air drying. As feature size decreased, the exposure range
between these critical doses decreased, reducing values for modulation. Results were
evaluated using an optical microscope, which allowed iteration in exposure choices. Since
modulation is highly dependent on focus, an initial focus test was performed and exposure
trials were repeated three times and averaged.
Results are shown in Figure 4.20. Plotted along with measured results are results
obtained through simulation using the aberration data from the objective lens. Simulation
was accomplished using scalar diffraction modelling with Fringe Zernike coefficients
utilized for pupil aberration. Intensity minimum and maximum values from resulting aerial
images were extracted and modulation values were calculated. As seen, the deviation
from ideal increases as spatial frequency increases. This is a result of errors induced in the
measurement method, such as focus, stray reflections, resist contrast, and processing as
well as aberrations in the system. The results show that near psimulated performane is
possible with the 193 imaging system. The resolution limitation of the system based on
theMTF at 0.30 NA and a = 0.70 can be approximated through use of a Critical MTF
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Figure 4.20. MTF for imaging system, 0.30 NA o = 0.70. Solid line is experimentally determined,
dashed line is predicted through scalar modeling.
merit (CMTF) [80]. Through use of the CMTF, the imaging/resist system can be
evaluated based on resist contrast, or gamma y . Resist gamma is measured for a resist
through a sensitometric methods and a characteristic curve, plotting normalized thickness
vs. log exposure dose. Gamma is a measure of the gradient of the curve in the straight
line portion. If theMTF of an optical system is greater than the CMTF, image transfer
into a resist should be expected. CMTF is determined by resist contrast as:
CMTF =
101/lf-l
101/r + l
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For a high contrast single layer resist with a y of2, CMTF is 0.52. From theMTF for
0.30 NA in Figure 4.20, this corresponds to approximately 1600 cy/mm or 0.31 pm
resolution. For a resist with a y of 3, CMTF is 0.37 resulting in 1800 cy/mm or 0.28 pm
resolution. These values correspond to performance results expected from simulation.
Imaging performance evaluation throughMTF measurements using photoresist as
a threshold detector is limited as resolution requirements increase. The method is ideally
suited for comparison ofoptical systems, but results are limited by process effects that
become less negligible as spatial frequency values increase. Although 0. 10 pm PMMA
films can be considered thin for features on the order of 0.5 pm, lateral dissolution during
development of features smaller than 0.3 pm can not be neglected. As resist thickness to
feature size ratio approaches 0.5, lateral loss becomes substantial. This limits MTF
measurement results for the 193 nm projection optics at high NA values. Additionally,
reflection effects that result in flare within the imaging system, due to mask, substrate, and
optical system effects, can severely reduce performance at high spatial frequencies. Figure
4.21 shows the effects of increasing flare for 0.25 pm imaging through simulation using
193 ran, 0.60 NA and a=0.5. Image modulation without flare is 0.96. Modulation
decreases to 0.89 for 4% flare, 0.87 for 6%, 0.84 for 8%, 0.81 for 10%, and 0.67 for
20%.
MTF measurements at 0.30 NA show close agreement with simulated results for
features above 0.3 pm. Additionally, for 0.25 pm features a modulation value of 0.3 is
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Figure 4.21. Effects of flare on 0.25 um aerial images for 193 run, o=0.5, 0.60 NA.
acceptable for resists of contrasts of 3.5 and above. These values correspond to k, values
of0.47 and 0.39 respectively. At a k, value of 0.5, corresponding to a resolution of0.32
pm, a modulation of 0.5 results, which is acceptable for resists with contrasts above 2.
To utilize this MTF measurement technique for resolution below 0.30 pm (at NAs
above 0.3), several modifications in the technique would be required. In order to obtain a
thinner threshold detector, ultraflat wafers and defect free films on the order of a few
hundred angstroms would be needed. Because of these constraints, conventional resist
imaging techniques were chosen as methods to determine ultimate imaging performance.
To accomplish this, high resolution resist materials suitable for 193 nm exposure were
investigated.
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5.0 Phase Shift Masks for 193 nm Lithography
Through the control of exposing wavelength, coherence, and lens numerical
aperture, imaging systems can be optimized for a given feature size. As exposing
wavelength is decreased and NA is increased, the resolution potential from an optical
system is improved as k X/NA. The constant k will depend on optical parameters and
errors as well as image recording techniques and has a lower limit of0.5 for coherent
illumination, as shown in Figure 5.1.
uiunuuiu
n Mask
Objective lens
Figure 5.1. Resolution condition for coherent illumination.
When a grating mask is illuminated with coherent illumination, resolution is possible as
long as the objective lens collects the first diffraction order. Since dsinQ
= mX, where d is
the line/space pitch on the mask, 0 is the angle ofdiffraction, and m is the diffraction order
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(which is1 in this case) and NA = sin 9, d = X/NA. If a single line ofwidth R is d/2,
then:
R = 05
NA '
which is Rayleigh's criteria for coherent illumination. A similar analogy can be made for
incoherent or oblique illumination, where illumination is not normal to the optical axis and
illuminates the mask at all angles from -n/2 to -hc/2. As seen from Figure 5.2, the
resolution limitation for incoherent or oblique illumination can be determined as:
R = 0.25
NA
An equivalent objective lens NA can collect two orders for the same mask frequency or
one order for a mask of twice the frequency. For the case ofpartial coherence, the
n Mask
Objective lens
Figure 5.2. Resolution condition for incoherent or oblique illumination.
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discrete orders from a mask grating are essentially "frequency blurred" or spread to allow
higher frequency terms to fall inside a window defined by the objective lens. Depending
on the resolution demands placed on an imaging system, the degree ofcoherence (or
partial coherence) might be specifically chosen.
Through use of a mask which employs destructive interference through
phase-shifting, resolution can be improved beyond what is possible with a binary
transmission mask. The concept was first introduced for photolithography using an
alternating phase-shifting approach [81], where a ix phase shift was etched between every
other line pair in a chrome on glass mask to a thickness ofX./2(n-l) (Figure 5.3). Because
iiHIIHHUHIHH
0.5p 0.5p
Figure 5.3. Schematic of an alternating phase-shift mask.
of the alternating amplitudes of the line openings between -1 and +1, destructive
interference ensures that the electric field at the image plane is forced through a zero.
Since intensity is the square of the electric field, it is also forced to be zero in a dark line
area.
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The alternating approach to phase-shift masking effectively halves the frequency of the
electric field and removes a constant term, allowing a resolution doubling situation with
coherent illumination. Lower a values can be used for equivalent resolution, reducing
modulation loss encountered as incoherent illumination is approached. Other phase shift
mask schemes have been proposed and utilized to a limited extent in IC development
efforts. These schemes allow for phase-shifting non-repeating patterns such as isolated
lines, isolated spaces, holes, and islands and utilize the swing in the electric field from
positive to negative to force zero intensities in dark line areas [82].
An approach to an attenuated phase-shift mask was introduced for application to
X-ray lithography [83] and uses a slightly transmissive absorber with a n phase shift. The
requirements of these masks is that the attenuating material make choices difficult for a
single attenuating layer, where both transmission characteristics and phase-shifting must be
accomplished with a narrow range of suitable refractive indices and extinction coefficients.
The advantage of this approach is that no additional phase-shifted features need to be
designed or etched. Resolution improvement can be realized as the phase-shift between
clear and attenuated areas causes an inversion of the electric field and a forced zero in
intensity at the image plane.
The alternating and attenuated phase-shift approaches may have the most to offer
for 193 nm IC lithography. The alternating approach offers the maximum improvement in
resolution, but is limited to repeating line/space pairs. The attenuated approach does not
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produce a frequency doubling effect as in the alternating scheme, but can be used for any
feature type. Through frequency doubling with alternating phase-shift masking, 0.20
micron resolution may be possible at 193 nm with focal depths greater than 2 pm . Figure
5.4 shows simulations of aerial image log-slope comparisons between a binary mask and
an alternating phase-shift mask for 0.2 pm dense features, at 0.45 NA with a values from
0. 1 to 0.9 [84]. As can be seen, image log-slope falls below 8 pm"1 for the binary mask
case for 0.4 pm of defocus, even at the highest partial coherence values. An image log
slope less than 8 pm"1 would not likely be resolved in a single layer resist. For the
alternating phase-shift mask case, greater than 0.8 pm defocus results in an image log
slope above 8 pm"1 at lower partial coherence values.
Figure 5.5 shows image log-slope comparisons between a binary mask and a 6%
attenuated mask, at 0.45NA for o values from 0. 1 to 0.9 for isolated 0.2 pm isolated lines.
The attenuated phase-shift mask shows increased image log-slope along with a gain in
focal depth by as much as 0.2 microns.
Problems arise when considering the processes required to fabricate such
phase-shift masks and the resulting influences on linewidth and exposure latitude.
Subtractive mask processing through selective removal of fused silica to achieve a n phase
shift has been shown to result in linewidth variation greater than 0.05 pm for alternating
phase-shift masks [85]. Deviations in phase-shifter thickness has also been shown to
affect feature size and exposure latitude [86]. The sensitivity to processing effects
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at 193 nm is expected to be greater than at 248 nm or 365 nm. Any surface effects
resulting from subtractive patterning will have greater impact at shorter wavelengths.
Additionally, as etch depths decrease for required % phase shifting ( corresponding to
3830A thickness for 365 ran, 2440 A for 248 nm ,and 1720 A for 193 ran) any deviation
in shifter thickness is magnified.
5.1 193 nm Resist forMask Evaluation
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) goes through efficient scissioning at 193 nm and
was used as the positive resist for this work (n, = 1.6). Its high transparency (a = 0.16
pm"')[87] allows for a high degree of interference within thin films, producing standing
waves sufficient to severely degrade resolution capability. A highly absorbing, low
reflective layer of a hard-baked novalac-resin photoresist was coated beneath PMMA
films, n. = 1.36 - 0.59/'. This reduced reflection at the PMMA/substrate boundaries to 2%.
Although some novalac resin swelling was observed during PMMA processing, solubility
ofnovalac in chlorobenzene (PMMA casting solvent) and IPA/MIBK development
solvents is very low and effects were minimal. 496K molecular weight PMMA films were
spin coated to approximately 0.6 pm over the novalac resin / silicon wafer substrate. The
sensitivity ofPMMA at 193 nm is near 1 J/cm2, requiring maximum source output for
reasonable exposure times. This limited excimer spectral narrowing to 26 pm, using one
etalon, which delivered -0.02 W/cm2 to the wafer. Irradiance delivered with two etalons
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is near 5mW/cm2 , requiring PMMA exposure times ofgreater than twenty minutes. Lens
heating and etalon drift prevent exposures of this length. Exposures were subsequently
made at 0.35 NA a suitableNA for single etalon narrowing.
5.2 Subtractive Phase-shiftMask Process
t
Linewidth variation and loss in exposure latitude not predicted through simulation
is a concern in phase-shift mask lithography. Plasma Reactive Ion Etching using fluorine
based chemistry can be used to delineate phase-shifting patterns into fused silica mask
substrates. Depending on parameters such as glass structure, thermal history, and surface
damage, etching may not be entirely homogenous and anomalies in surface roughness may
be produced during etch. Additional surface roughening may result from any etch
byproduct deposition on the plasma etched surface. Increased surface roughness may
lead to scattering and transmission loss in phase-shifted features. Such optical effects
would result in changes in feature size and loss in exposure control, effects which would
increase as exposing wavelength decreases.
A 5x5x0.090" fused silica plate was reactive ion etched using CHF3 (100 seem,
50mTorr, 100W) to remove approximately 2000 A ofmaterial (near the thickness
required for a 71 phase shift for 193 nm). Atomic force measurements were made using a
non-destructive, non-contact mode AFM. Areas of the fused silica ( 1.28 pm x 1.28 pm)
without etching and after etching were made and are shown in Figure 5.6. Additionally,
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AFM measurements were made on an etched fused silica sample after a 10:1
watenhydrofiuoric acid (HF) wet etch to remove 100 A and smooth the plasma etched
surface. Plasma RIE in CHF3 resulted in a large amount of surface roughening of the
fused silica. Roughness of the un-etched sample is within the error of the system (noise st.
dev. was approximately 20 A). After etching to remove -2000 A, surface roughness
increased, with ranges greater than 200 A. It should be noted that samples were etched
using chrome as a mask rather than resist, reducing the likelihood of redeposition of
surface contaminants. After 10:1 HF smoothing, roughness was reduced to ranges less
than 100 A. Resulting transmission loss was measured to be below 5%.
5.3 Phase errors at 193 nm
Errors in phase-shifter thickness scale with wavelength. At 365 ran, a
10
phase-shifter error translates to 212 A thickness (n = 1.47). At 193 ran, 10 error results
from a thickness error of 96 A (n = 1.56) , less than halfof the thickness for 365 nm.
Simulations for 5, 10, and20 are shown in Figure 5.7, corresponding to 48 A,
96 A, and 192 A. Shown are results for 0.2 micron dense lines using an alternating
phase-shift mask, 0.45NA, 0.3a. A10 phase-shift error (96 A) causes a 0.4 pm loss
of focal depth for an aerial image log slope of 8 pm "'. Resist sensitivity to shifter errors
has been shown to be mode-dependant, with negative resists being more sensitive to
shifter deviations than positive resists [85]. Control of shifter etch depth as determined by
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exposure and focus latitude requirements is critical in subtractive phase-shift mask
processes.
5.4 Alternating 193 nm phase-shift mask
An alternating phase-shift mask was fabricated at 20X using combined electron
beam and optical techniques, incorporating dense features down to 0.20 pm. Gratings of
line/space pairs ranging from 0.20 to 0.28 pm were patterned at 200X onto a chrome on
quartz mask using electron beam exposure of a novalac based electron beam resist.
Developed resist patterns were transferred into the chrome film using wet etching with
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eerie ammonium nitrate. A second phase level mask was fabricated similarly, with chrome
features creating open areas for an alternating feature phase etch. Using a GCA 4800
g-line 10X optical mask photorepeater, each level was exposed onto an additional chrome
on fused silica substrate, sensitized with a g-line optical resist. Chromium has a
reflectivity of44.7% at 193 nm [88], as compared to the 65.7% at 365 ran, and no mask
anti-reflective layer was used . The first mask level was used to pattern chrome features at
20X. The substrate was recoated with photoresist and the second mask level was used to
pattern phase shift features. Because of the large reduction value of the mask (20X) and
the small shifter depth required for i\ phase-shift at 193 nm (1720 A), an HF shifter etch
was utilized to minimize transmission losses introduced with plasmaRE etching. Fused
silica was subtractively etched to 1700 A 100 A as measured with a Tenor Alpha-Step
surface profilometer. Imaging of the mask was done at 193 nm using a 0.35 NA on the
variable NA projection system. The alternating phase-shifting effectively doubles the
cut-off frequency for an imaging system, allowing use of lower coherence values for
features below k = 0.5. A a of 0.3 was chosen to maximize image modulation while
maintaining reasonable irradiance at the wafer.
Development rate and exposure parameters for PMMA were incorporated into a
lithographic modeling package to allow simulation of resist imaging effects. Figure 5.8
shows results of imaging 0.24 pm features in PMMA along with simulation results for a
10% variation around an optimal exposure dose. Results show a 2 pm focal depth for
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Figure 5.8. 0.24 micron dense lines imaged with alternating phase-shift mask.
features while maintaining a 14% CD tolerance. Figure 5.9 shows a SEM image of 0.24
pm dense lines at 1 pm defocus. A linewidth difference of 0.01 pm is detected between
phase-shifted and non phase-shifted regions, an occurrence which was not anticipated with
the HF etch process used. It is expected that a shifter edge effect produced at or beneath
the chrome features along with a transmission loss in etched regions have contributed to
the deviation.
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Figure 5.9. SEM of 0.24 dense lines at 1 um defocus.
5.5 Attenuated 193 nm phase-shift mask
Utilizing a mask attenuator that has some degree of transmission, a phase-shift can
be obtained between "opaque" and "transparent" areas. Attenuated phase-shift masking
has potential for use with isolated lines, contacts, and dense features, with less layout and
process complexity. Figure 5.10 shows the increase in image log-slope obtained for 0.2
pm isolated lines using 193 nm at 0.45NA and a = 0.7. Using a minimum image log-slope
of
8pm"1 for a single layer resist, an improvement of0.15 pm in focal depth can be realized
for a 6% transmitting phase-shift mask verses a binary mask (0% transmitting).
Partially transmitting chrome on fused silica was prepared for mask fabrication by
sputtering Cr films of -800 A and wet etching until desired transmission values at 193 nm
were achieved. Chrome films of2%, 6%, and 9% were produced, and coated with 0.5 pm
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of a novalac-based electron beam resist. Isolated and dense features down to 0. 10 pm
were e-beam patterned, developed, chrome etched and followed by an HF phase-shift etch
of
180 100A.
Imaging was performed at 193 nm using a 0.35 NA on the variable NA projection
system. A o of0.7 was chosen to maximize image modulation, with 0.30 pm features
corresponding to k, of0.54 for the imaging set-up. Results from the 6% attenuated
mask are shown in Figure 5. 1 1 and SEM results for 0.5 pm defocus are shown in Figure
5.12. Dense lines of 0.30 pm in PMMA are shown with simulation results for 10%
variation around optimal exposure dose. Nearly 2 mm in focal depth is predicted from
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simulation for a 10% linewidth tolerance. Experimental results show depths near 1.5 pm,
likely a function ofexposure and focus control. Linewidth bias is greater than predicted
for experimental results, which may substantiate this.
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Figure 5.11. 0.30 micron dense lines imaged with 6% attenuated phase-shift mask
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Figure 5.12. SEM of 0.30 micron
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attenuating phase-shift mask.
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Chapter 6
Optimization, Synthesis, and Characterization ofP(SI-CMS) as a
CrosslinkingNegative Resist for 193 nm Lithography
Although some resist candidates have been previously identified as suitable for
exposure at 193 ran, these materials have inherent problems associated with them for
application to IC fabrication. Polymethylmethacrylate has been utilized as a positive single
layer resist material for 193 nm lithography. PMMA undergoes scissioning at 193 nm, but
has a low sensitivity (1
J/cm2 dose to clear) because of it's low absorbance near 0. 16
pm"1
Additionally, with scissioning possible for a wide range of radiation, it possesses a weak
resistance to plasma etching and is not a practical resist material for IC processing.
Alternative schemes have been introduced to provide for greater sensitivities, the most
promising being a single layer positive resist based on acid catalyzed de-protection of a
terpolymer ofmethacrylic acid, t-butylmethacrylate, and methylmethacrylate [36]. This
terpolymer material is insoluble in an aqueous base and rendered soluble by the catalytic
action of an acid. Upon exposure, acid generated via an onium salt removes a t-butyl
group from the t-butyl methacrylate moiety providing an increase in base solubility. This
approach has produced sensitivities in the positive acting system below 30
mj/cm2
, but
plasma etch resistance is currently weak and further modifications are required. A
negative resist scheme based on polysilynes has been investigated, which exhibits excellent
plasma etch characteristics, is sensitive to exposure doses below 60 mj/cm2, and may be
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developed in dry or wet process modes [89]. The high optical absorption ofpolysilynes at
193 nm requires ultrathin film coatings (less than 50 nm) over a carbon-based underlayer
such as a hard-baked novolac. These thin coatings are subject to potential exposure and
linewidth control difficulties.
A copolymerization of trimethylsilylmethyl methacrylate (SI) with
chloromethylstyrene (CMS), referred to as poly(trimethylsilylmethyl methacrylate-co-
chloromethylstyrene) or P(SI-CMS), is introduced here as a material which overcomes
some of the problems associated with previous 193 nm resists. The negative acting resist
material is capable ofhigh sensitivity, plasma etch resistance, and high resolution for 193
nm lithography. Transparency is allowed through use of a methacrylate resin in the
copolymer. Plasma etch resistance is obtained through the incorporation of silicon into
the (SI) monomer. Through copolymerization of halomethyl substitutions ofpolystyrene
(specifically chloromethyl styrene) with the silylated methacrylate, crosslinking reaction
mechanisms are introduced which lead to a negative acting resist material.
6. 1 Trimethylsilylmethyl methacrylate and Poly(trimethylsilylmethyl
methacrylate) as 193 nmMaterials
Through incorporation of silicon into organic polymers, resist materials which are
resistant to oxygen reactive ion etching are made possible. Upon reaction with oxygen in
a plasma environment, an oxide of silicon is formed which has been shown to prevent
Ill
resist erosion if silicon content is above 12 wt.% [90]. Considered here as a material for
copolymerization with chloromethyl styrene as a negative resist material, polymerization
of SI has been demonstrated to be a weakly sensitive silicon containing resist material for
electron beam and 248 nm lithography [91]. As with PMMA, poly(trimethylysilylmethyl
methacrylate), or P(SI) undergoes scissioning at 193 nm and is inherently a positive acting
resist. The incorporation of silicon into a resist has the potential to lower the polymers
glass transition temperature, impacting solubility, development rate and working
sensitivity. Through use of the trimethylsilyl attachment to a methyl methacrylate (Figure
6. 1), relatively high glass transition temperatures can be retained, maintaining adequate
processing properties for IC lithography. (Tg for PMMA is -120C and Tg for P(SI) is
-108 C).
CH-
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Figure 6.1 Schematic representation ofpoly(trimethylysilylmethyl methacrylate), P(SI).
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The absorption properties of this material at 193 nm make it a candidate for
consideration for copolymerization for 193 nm application. To evaluate absorption
properties of the P(SI) homopolymer at 193 ran, a 40 x 103 g/mole weight average
molecular weight (M"w) sample with a dispersion index of2 was obtained from Huls
America, Inc. through AT&T Bell Laboratories, cast in ethyl 3-ethoxypropionate (EEP) at
19 % solids. Approximately 1.5 ml. of the polymer material was spin coated on a
2.5"x2.5"x0.090" fused silica substrate at 4500 RPM to obtain a 4500 A thick coating.
The substrate was then baked for 30 minutes at 90 C in a forced air convection oven to
remove EEP solvent. Although the boiling point of this solvent is -140 C [92], it was
also desired to determine if optical absorption from the solvent would be detected at
temperatures corresponding to post-apply bake temperatures of resist materials. Upon
initial absorption measurements, the substrate was re-baked at 140 C for one hour and
re-measured for solvent effect comparison. A Perkin Elmer Model 552 UV-Vis
spectrometer was used in dual-beam operation mode with a clean, bare fused silica
reference plate to measure absorption properties of the material in the region from 190 to
225 nm. No difference in absorption was detected between the bake temperatures of90
C and 140 C. Absorption spectra is shown in Figure 6.2.
Absorbance at 193 nm is 0.40 per pm film thickness, which is higher than at
wavelengths above 200 nm. This suggests that scissioning effects induced through
radiation may be more likely at 193 nm than at longer wavelengths. The process of
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Figure 6.2. Absorption spectra of trimethylsilylmethyl methacrylate.
backbone scissioning in P(SI) at 193 nm is likely through aNorrish-type I reaction as with
PMMA [93], a secondary process following cleavage of the C-C bond adjacent to the
carbonyl. Scissioning efficiency can be increased further through energy transfer via
absorption at S-C a-bonds.
To evaluate the effects of absorption of the P(SI) at 193 ran, 4500 A of the
material was spin coated on a bare fused silica substrate and exposed to 193 nm ArF
excimer laser radiation at dose increments of50 mj/cm2 to a maximum of 1000 mj/cm2.
Methyl isobutyl ketone (MQ3K) and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) 1 : 1 was then used to develop
the exposed sample, followed by a isopropyl alcohol rinse. MD3K:IPA has been utilized
as a developer system for PMMA [94]and was chosen for use to evaluate dose to clear
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requirements of the P(SI). Optimization ofdeveloper to polymer solubility parameters
would be required for further evaluation. The exposure dose to clear value for the
polymer is approximately 400
mj/cm2
at 193 nm; an improvement over the sensitivity of
PMMA yet not within the 10-50 mj/cm2 range of required practical sensitivities for 193
nm lithography. The implication of this increased sensitivity at 193 ran, though, is that
competing scissioning mechanisms may provide for degradation of crosslinking materials
utilizing this polymer as a base resin.
6.2 Crosslinking Negative Resists via Chloromethyl styrene
Polystyrene has been extensively studied as a weakly sensitive crosslinking
negative resist for electron beam and 248 nm exposure [95]. Polystyrene resists based on
chloromethyl substitutions have been introduced for improvements in crosslinking
sensitivity. Chloromethylstyrene (CMS) absorbs highly at wavelengths below 300 nm,
allowing for efficient crosslinking at 193 nm exposure .
Tagawa [96] has proposed mechanisms leading to crosslinking for 248 nm excimer
laser and electron beam irradiation ofCMS. Irradiation excites the phenyl rings of the
CMS, forming the lowest excited singlet state 'CMS*. This singlet undergoes dissociation
at the C-Cl bond, forming a benzyl type polymer radical (-P,) and liberating a chlorine
radical (-C1). The -Cl reacts with the phenyl ring of the CMS to form a complex. This
complex is a precursor to polymer radical (P^. The excited singlet ('CMS*) is also a
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precursor of an excited triplet state (3CMS*) and an excimer species. The reactions
leading to crosslinking are:
CMS irradiation~>
'CMS* >
CMS* >
'CMS* >
CMS + Cl >
complex >
P, + "P2 >
P, + -P, >
P2 + -P2 >
'CMS*
P, + -Cl
3CMS*
excimer ofCMS
complex
P2 + HC1
P -P
P -P
P -P
Main reactions have been determined from absorption and emission data, but
several details have not been specifically established. Specific structures of the complex
and of the polymer radical -P2 have not been determined.
Because of the high efficiency ofpolymer radical production and crosslinking
reaction, chloromethyl styrene has potential as a crosslinking component in a resist
material. Through copolymerization with a monomer such as SI, a negative acting resist
material suitably transparent at 193 nm is made possible. Such a copolymer of
trimethylsilylmethyl methylmethacrylate and chloromethylstyrene [P(SI-CMS)] has been
investigated by others as a negative-acting electron beam resist [97]. This oxygen plasma
etch resistant copolymer material has been shown to be useful as a masking layer for
hard-baked novolac in processes for optical and X-ray mask patterning. A schematic
representation of the copolymer is shown in Figure 6.3
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Figure 6.3 Schematic representation ofP(SI-CMS).
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The formulation of a negative resist material for optical application requires
analysis of radiation attenuation not required for electron beam exposure. Although
mechanisms for reaction of chloromethyl styrene with electron beam and 193 nm radiation
may be similar, optical interactions ofboth moieties in the P(SI-CMS) copolymer at 193
nm are unique and require investigation.
It is desirable when formulating photosensitive resist materials to have a maximum
response at the wavelength of exposure. Copolymerization ofchloromethylstyrene (CMS)
with trimethylsilylmethyl methacrylate (SI) to form a negative acting 193 nm resist is
optimized when the mole ratio of SLCMS produces a maximum response at 193 nm for a
specific film thickness. In order to produce a maximum response, an understanding of the
inherent tradeoffbetween attenuation and absorption is required.
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6.3 Optimization of the 193 nm Response of a Crosslinking Resist
In a crosslinking resist, a fully networked polymer structure down to the
resist/substrate interface is required for lithographic processing. Only when such a
networked polymer is achieved will resist material remain after processing to provide etch
resistance in subsequent steps. In order to maximize the crosslinking occurring within a
resist film, maximum response is desired to minimize exposure dose required. This is
accomplished when the molar extinction coefficient of the resist sensitizer is at a maximum
at the wavelength of exposure. Through adjustment of the molar concentration of a
sensitizer within a resist material, the absorbed energy within the film thickness can be
controlled.
Maximum sensitivity is desired in a photoresist material to maximize exposure
throughput. Additionally, for 193 nm exposure, radiation damage to optical components
is minimized with resists requiring as little exposing energy as possible.
Exposure ofP(SI-CMS) to 193 nm radiation involves several mechanisms which
simplify analysis. Since exposure is accomplished using a very spectrally narrow source,
effects from non-actinic radiation absorption by the sensitizer need not be considered.
Additionally, since the sensitization of the methacrylate resin is accomplished through
copolymerization, diffusion of any photoproduct after exposure is not made possible. It is
assumed, therefore, that crosslinking to the resist/substrate interface occurs when
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exposure is sufficient to allow absorption by the resist sensitizer at the base portion of the
resist. Spectral response techniques have been utilized by others to examine spectral
response peaks ofphotosensitive materials [98]. These techniques have been extended
here to allow evaluation ofoptical absorption properties of resist materials for specific
wavelength application and optimal matching to film thickness.
If a resist film has a thickness / and dt is the thickness of the bottom most portion
of the resist, the intensity transmitted through the film thickness to dt can be determined
from Beer's Law:
I = If-
where e is the molar extinction coefficient of the sensitizer, m is the mole concentration,
and t is the thickness of the resist film. The product em is the absorptivity of the resist, as
shown below:
/ = //-
Transmission = T = I/I0 =
e'mt
ln(T) = -smt
Absorptivity = -1/t ln(T) = em.
The energy density absorbed at the bottom of the resist is:
-ant
. // -t-jndt\E = If " (I-e-^'J/dt
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Since dt is small e""* can be approximated as 1-emdt and
E = I0emeam
which is maximized when emt = 1 . Converting to absorbance:
Absorbance = log1(f emt = 0.434.
What is desired, therefore, is a tradeoffbetween minimum attenuation through the bulk of
the resist film, but absorption at the base so that photochemistry may occur. Photoresist
material that is used at various thicknesses, therefore, would require unique formulation
that produce absorbance values of0.434. Any absorption in the resist that was not due to
the sensitizer would impact such optimization, producing an increase in attenuation within
the resist film and a decrease in absorption by the sensitizer throughout the film. The
energy density absorbed at the film base becomes:
E = Ijme"mA',
whereA is non-normalized absorptivity, Infl). This is a maximum when emAt =1, leading
again to an optimum absorbance of0.434.
For single layer lithography, resist thicknesses on the order of0.5 to 1.0 pm are
desirable. Additionally, oxygen resistant resist materials can be used in a bi-layer mode
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over a suitable underlayer at thicknesses on the order of0.2 to 0.5 pm. Based on such
requirements, properties which lead to an absorbance of0.434 as shown in Table 6.1.
Thickness (pm) Absorbance per pm film thickness
1.0 0.434
0.8 0.543
0.6 0.723
0.4 1.09
0.2 2.17
Table 6.1 Required resist absorbance for optimal response.
Through control of the mole ratio ofCMS during copolymerization, absorption
properties corresponding to desired thickness ranges can be targeted.
6.4 Preparation ofP(SI-CMS) for 193 nm Exposure
Using published performance results of electron beam exposed P(SI-CMS)
materials [95], a sample of90:10 SLCMS was prepared for initial evaluation for use at
193 nm. The copolymer was prepared at AT&T by free-radical solution polymerization at
95 C in toluene. Trimethylsilylmethyl methacrylate and chloromethylstyrene were
obtained from Huls America, Inc. and Dow Chemical Company respectively. Both
monomers were purified by distillation at reduced pressure. Reactions were initiated using
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Vazo 67 (DuPont). Reactions were carried out to a monomer conversion of -60%, and
copolymer compositions were adjusted using reactivity ratios for SI and CMS of0.49 and
0.54 respectively [99]. Polymer was recovered from the reaction solution by precipitation
in a mixture ofmethanol and propylene glycol (3:2 volume ratio) at 8 C. The polymer
was then purified by dissolving in acetone and precipitating in a mixture ofmethanol and
water (2:1 volume ratio). The product was then vacuum dried at ambient temperature.
Copolymer compositions were determined through combustion analysis for
elemental chlorine. Wt.% chlorine for the material measured 2. 17%, corresponding to a
89.6:10.4 SI:CMS mole ratio. Copolymer molecular weights were measured using high
pressure size exclusion chromatography. Mw for the material measured 39.8 x
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g/mole
with a dispersion index of 1.42. Materials were dissolved in degassed ethyl
3-ethoxypropionate (EEP) at a concentration of 14 wt./vol. % (7.0034 g in 50 ml. EEP)
for spin coating to thickness in a 1500 A to 4500 A range. A spin speed curve for the
material is shown in Figure 6.4. Spin speed curves were determined from coatings on bare
silicon wafers; resist thicknesses were measured on aNanoSpec AFT after baking samples
at 90 C for 30 minutes in a forced air convection oven. Absorption was measured for the
90:10 sample and is shown in Figure 6.5. Absorbance at 193 nm is 1.81 and increases to a
maximum of2.21 per pm film thickness at 199 nm.
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Figure 6.4. Spin speed curve for 90:10 P(SI-CMS), 14 wt./vol. % in EEP. Spin curve equation is
log(thickness) = -0.481 log(RPM) + 5.138.
6.5 Physical Chemistry ofP(SI-CMS) at 193 nm
The physical chemistry of a crosslinking process can be considered from a point of
view ofgelatin theory and photographic theory ofcrosslinking systems. This allows for
evaluation ofperformance in terms ofmolecular weight properties, optical properties, and
quantum yield of crosslink formation.
The measurement ofcrosslink formation is possible through determination ofgel
formation. By coating resists on a transparent support and by exposing such a coating
through the backside to increasing exposure doses, a "gel
point" for exposure can be
determined upon development, where the onset ofcrosslinking begins. Using spin speed
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Figure 6.5. Absorbance spectra for 90:10 P(SI-CMS). Absorptivity at 193 nm is 4.17 um"1.
curves in Figure 6.4, the copolymer was spin coated on a 4" x 0.020" fused silica wafer to
a thickness of2400 A. Using the 193 nm imaging system, resist coated substrates were
exposed to energies from 1.07 mj/cm2 to 21.4 mj/cm2. No mask was used and a full field
area of-1 mm was completely exposed. Upon exposure, the resist materials were
developed in ethanol, which has been previously established as a solvent which possesses
solubility parameters to match those of electron beam exposed P(SI-CMS) [100]. To
keep swelling of resist images reversible, development was followed by a two step rinse in
methanol and isopropanohHjO (7:3). This three stage process minimizes swelling through
use of a thermodynamically moderate solvent for development, followed by a somewhat
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poorer solvent for the first rinse, followed by a nonsolvent for the final rinse. Additionally,
since the rate ofpenetration of a developer solvent is important, ethanol was chosen for its
kinetic properties as well. Through matching of the resist and solvent solubility parameter
S, defined as (EVA/V)'/', where EVAP is the molar energy ofevaporation and Vxs the molar
volume, such solubility matching is possible. Development was conducted in a spray
development processor, by rotating the substrate at a speed of 100 RPM and spraying
ethanol at a pressure of20 psi for 1 10 seconds. This was followed by a 5 second
combined ethanol and methanol spray, a 30 second ethanol spray at 20 psi, a 5 second
combined ethanol and isopropanol^O spray, a 30 second isopropyLFI^O spray, and a 60
second spin dry.
Upon exposure and development, thicknesses remaining of resist images were
measured using profilometry on an Tencor Alphastep. A plot of resist thickness vs.
incident exposure dose (a gel curve) was generated and is shown in Figure 6.6. The gel
point exposure dose (or exposure dose to produce an onset of crosslinking) is 1.5 mj/cm2.
The contrast (y) for the copolymer is 2. Additionally, sample of 160K Mw copolymer and
120K M~w copolymer were obtained, exposed, processed, and measured as done with the
40K M~w sample and results are plotted in Figure 6.7.
As seen in Figure 6.7, the sensitivity of the 160K and 120K M~w is extremely high
and some sacrifice in sensitivity can be justified for resolution improvements that may be
obtained with lower degrees ofpolymerization. Additionally, with required exposure dose
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Figure 6.6. Gel curve for 90:10 P(SI-CMS) at 40K M"w
1.1
values for complete film retention of 1 mj/cm2 for 160K and 1.5 mj/cm2 for 120K,
exposure uniformity may be difficult to achieve since dose values represent just a few laser
pulses.
Gel point exposure dose (Eg) can be determined from gel curves as the minimum
dose required to initiate film formation. Together with the initial slope of the gel curve,
resist characterization is possible. Exposure dose can be related to the molecular
properties of the polymer as follows [101]:
Et =
td
AMWT '
160KMw
120KMW
-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
Log Exp (mj/cm2)
0.4 0.5 0.6
Figure 6.7. Gel curve for 90:10 P(SI-CMS) at 160K and 120K KTW
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where E{ is minimum exposure for gel formation through an entire film to the substrate, t
is the resist thickness, <iis specific gravity,
7*
is transmission, A is absorbed fraction of
radiation (I-T),Mw is weight average molecular weight, and 0 is the quantum efficiency of
crosslinking. Both absorbed and transmitted radiation fractions are included in this
equation to account for absorption efficiency of the photosensitive component of the
material and the attenuation of radiation through frontal exposure of a resist film. Since
exposure was conducted through the substrate side of a resist films, E becomesE or gel
point exposure, and the transmission term (7) is removed. Using this relationship,
quantum efficiency of crosslinking can be determined as:
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<D =
td
AMwEg
Using a resist thickness of3600 A, a film transmission of0.205, specific gravity for
polymethyl methacrylate of 1.19,Mw of40K and a gel point exposure of 1.5 mj/cm2 or
2.4x10'9 einstein/cm2 a quantum efficiency of0.56 results. In the absence ofchain
mechanisms, the theoretical maximum value for O is 2. Deviation from this value may be
due to film loss below 200 A from lower exposure values, absorption of the
trimethylsilylmethyl methacrylate, and competing scissioning ofthe trimethylsilylmethyl
methacrylate from 193 nm exposure.
From values for quantum efficiency and copolymer molecular weights, practical
exposure values can be determined. The relationship between the crosslinking density and
amount ofgel produced from exposure can be described by using a Flory function [102],
the shape ofwhich depends on the molecular weight distribution of the polymer. A
generalized function which relates the gel fraction Wwith exposureE can be determined
from the Flory function if the molecular weight distribution of a polymer is known. This
generalized function depends on the dispersity of the polymer and is characterized by a
single parameter /?, the width of the lognormal molecular weight distribution:
expP = wn
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Accordingly, the gel curves for all polymers of the same Rvalue are identical. The
generalized, dimensionless Flory function is shown in Figure 6.8.
Using a measured dispersion value of 1.42 for the 90:10 SLCMS copolymer
sample, a Rvalue of0.59 results. Using data for the gel curve in Figure 6.7, a plot of
weight fraction ofgel IT (which is equivalent to film thickness) vs. relative exposureE/E
is shown in Figure 6.9 for the 90:10 SI:CMS copolymer. At higher exposure doses, the
weight fraction values for the copolymer agree well with those for the values predicted
using the Flory function and a /? of 0.6. Film thickness are normalized for a 2400 A initial
resist thickness and difficulties in measuring very thin films with profilometric techniques
may have contributed to error at low exposure doses. Based on the distribution function
ofmolecular weight and the copolymer gel curve, a Flory function has been used to
describe the behavior of the resist material at all stages of exposure.
From Figure 6.8, and using a required film thickness value of0.50 (r/r0 =W) , the
dimensionless exposure ratio E/E is 1.7. The required exposure, E50, for 50% film
retention is
1.7"
. Since resist films are conventionally coated on a silicon substrate rather
than a transparent support and exposed from the front side, bulk film effects need to be
accounted for. For such exposures involving attenuation of the resist film, the required
exposure becomes:
rO.50 _ 1 nES _ i -7 taLEY = 1.7- = 1.7T
'
AMWT
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Figure 6.8. Generalized Flory function for polymers with a lognormal distribution ofmolecular
weight for pvalues from 0 to 2.2. W is normalized film thickness, E and Eg are exposure and gel
point exposure.
Based on this equation and properties of the 90:10 copolymer,
Egoso
exposure
values required for film thicknesses ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 pm were calculated and
plotted along with exposure values calculated for an ideal film whose absorbance is
exactly 0.434 for all thicknesses (7=0.368, /4=0.632). Additionally, values were
calculated and plotted for a hypothetical resist with a quantum efficiency of2.0 These
curves are shown in Figure 6. 10. As can be seen, the optimum thickness value for the
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Figure 6.9. Weight fraction of gel vs. E/Eg for 90: 10 SLCMS.
90:10 material is the thickness beyond which exposure deviates greatly from the ideal,
occurring at a point where absorbance is 0.434. Beyond this point, exposure required to
crosslink down to the resist/substrate interface increases dramatically.
Based on the findings of the 90: 10 copolymer material, predictions were made for
formulations which would allow thicker film coatings and reasonably short exposure
doses. The optimum coating thickness for the 90: 10 material is 2400 A , suitable for use
as a top imaging layer in a bi-layer scheme but not adequate for use as a single layer resist.
Since absorbance is linear with absorber concentration (in this case CMS), values were
estimated and for 95:5 and 98:2 mole ratio SLCMS. Using SI homopolymer and 90:10
P(SI-CMS) absorbance curves, absorbance values were estimated at 1.13 per pm film
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Figure 6.10. Exposure values for P(SI-CMS) predicted from Flory function for 50% film retention.
thickness for 95:5 and 0.74 per pm for 98:2. Corresponding optimal thicknesses are 0.38
pm and 0.59 pm respectively.
6.6 P(SI-CMS) Formulations forMaximum Response at Various Thickness
Based on ideal absorbance value of0.434 for maximum response, several
formulations were targeted to allow for a range of resist thicknesses. Copolymers of95:5
and 98:2 were targeted and prepared by free-radical solution polymerization in toluene at
AT&T, using methods developed for 90:10 formulation. Precipitation was optimized for
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90: 10 copolymerization, which allowed for further fractionation ofthe higher mole ratio
materials, leading to a slight increase in dispersion index. Copolymer molecular weights,
dispersion indices, and compositions are included for the two materials in Table 6.2. The
95:5 SLCMS targeted material resulted in a 95.3:4.7 mole ratio and the 98:2 targeted
material resulted in a mole ratio of 97.8:2.2. Molecular weights for both samples were
held near 40 x 103 g/mole Corresponding number average degree ofpolymerization (XJ
for formulations can be calculated based on the molecularweight of each moiety. The
molecular weight of SI is 156 and the molecular weight ofCMS is 153. Since the
molecular weights of these constituents are close,X for each formulation is similar. The
number average degree ofpolymerization for the 90:10, 95:5, and 98:2 materials are
127.8, 122.9, and 131.1 respectively.
Copolymer wt.% Cl Mole ratio
SLCMS
M"w
g/mol
Dispersion
P(SI-CMS) -23
P(SI-CMS) -25
0.97
0.45
95.3:4.7
97.8:2.2
38 300
40 900
1.56
1.83
Table 6.2. Properties ofP(SI-CMS) formulations.
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6.6.1 Absorption Properties ofP(SI-CMS) Formulations
UV absorbance for these formulations was measured from 190 to 225 nm by spin
coating materials onto fused silica substrates and baking for 30 minutes at 90 C in a
convection oven. The 95:5 targeted material was coated at 4800 A while the 98:2
targeted material was coated at 3800 A. Measured absorption spectra are shown in Figure
6. 1 1, along with the spectrum for the 90: 10 material. The absorbance value for the 95:5
material measured 1.17 per pm film thickness and the absorbance for the 98:2 material is
0.792 per pm. These values are close to predicted values of 1. 13 and 0.74. These
corresponds to optimum thickness values for an absorbance of0.434 of3700 A and 5500
A respectively, as shown in Table 6.3. The absorbance of the SI moiety is 0.40/pm
without CMS and the absorption of the 98:2 material is due in a large part to the base
resin of the resist, which will not result in crosslinking. Furthermore, this absorption can
lead to radiation induced scissioning, as shown with the P(SI) homopolymer material..
Copolymer Mole ratio Absorbance Optimum
per um thickness
95:5SI:CMS 95.3:4.7 1.16 3700A
98:2SI:CMS 97.8:2.2 0.79 5500A
Table 6.3. Absorbance and optimum thickness values for P(SI-CMS) formulations.
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Figure 6.11. Absorption spectra for P(SI-CMS) formulations.
6.6.2 Gel Point and Physical Properties ofP(SI-CMS) Formulations
Materials dissolved in EEP at 19 wt.% solids (95:5) and 20 wt.% solids (98:2)
were cast on bare silicon wafers to generate spin speed curves, as shown in Figure 6.12.
From these curves, spin speeds of4300 RPM and 2000 RPM were chosen to coat 95:5
and 98:2 materials at their optimum thicknesses. Materials were coated on fused silica
substrates and exposed to 193 nm radiation at energies of 1.07
mj/cm2
to 21.4 mj/cm2
through the back side of the substrate. No mask was used and a 1 mm field was exposed.
Materials were spray developed in ethanol, followed by methanol and isopropanohFL/)
rinses and dried. Thickness remaining was measured as before and a plot of thickness vs.
log exposure was generated and is shown in Figure 6. 13. From these gel curves, values
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Figure 6.12. Resist thickness vs. spin speed for 95:5 and 98:2 formulations.
for gel dose (E), Eg , thickness loss in fully exposed regions, and contrast (y) have been
calculated and are shown in Table 6.4, compared with values for 90:10 material. Quantum
efficiency values have also been calculated for each material, based on gel dose values and
molecular weight properties and are included in the table. It is evident from the gel curve
for the 98:2 material that scissioning effects contribute to film loss through absorption of
the SI moiety. As expected, the sensitivity of the 98:2 material is lower than either the
90:10 material or the 95:5 material due to the lower CMS content.
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Figure 6.13. Gel curves for 95:5 and 98:2 P(SI-CMS) formulations.
Copolymer Es E/0.50J Thickness Contrast Crosslinking
(mj/cm2) (mj/cm2) loss (%) (Y) Quantum Yield
90:10 SI:CMS 1.5 3.0 2.7% 1.8 0.56
95:5 SLCMS 2.0 3.4 3.2 2.0 0.38
98:2 SI:CMS 3.7 6.0 20 2.2 0.21
Table 6.4. Exposure response properties ofP(SI-CMS) formulations.
Weight fraction ofgel vs. E/Eg plots were generated for the 95:5 and 98:2
materials and compared to a plotted Flory function with a fi of0.6, which is shown in
Figure 6. 14. The Flory function describes the behavior of the 95:5 copolymer very well at
all stages of exposure. Film thickness are normalized to 3700 A and 5500 A for the 95:5
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and 98:2 copolymers, which introduce less difficulty in fractional film thickness
measurement. The plot of the 98:2 data deviates from the plotted Flory function at higher
exposure values, again an indication of the degradation via scissioning form radiation
absorption of the SI moiety.
o
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o
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Figure 6.14. Weight fraction of gel vs. E/Eg for 95:5 and 98:2 SI:CMS.
To extend the physical material parameters to resist films coated over
non-reflecting supports and exposed from the front side, calculations for
Ega50
were made
based on the relationship derived earlier:
ro.so _= 1.7- = 1.7
td
AMW<&T
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Exposure values were calculated using measured material transmission and quantum yield
values and plotted for film thicknesses ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 pm and are shown in
Figure 6. 15. Additionally, exposure values required for materials when film absorbance is
exactly 0.434 for all thicknesses are plotted. As seen from this plot, required exposure
values increase substantially as film thicknesses increase beyond ideal film thicknesses of
3700 A and 5500 A for the 95:5 and 98:2 materials respectively. Additionally, two
relationships are evident from these plots. At film thicknesses near 2000 A, quantum
efficiency dominates as exposures required for the higher <D material is lower than for the
lower Q> material. As thickness increases, however, optical effects dominate and
exposures required for lower absorption materials is lower. These relationships are
evident also through comparison with predicted exposure values for 90: 10 material from
Figure 6. 10. It can be expected that as increased film absorption forces higher rates of
exposure, the ability of resist films to be imagable through an entire coating thickness will
be prevented.
6.7 Lithographic Characterization ofP(SI-CMS)Materials
To evaluate the lithographic performance ofP(SI-CMS) materials, the 193 nm
imaging system was utilized with a 20X dark field grating mask with line pairs from 0. 1 to
1.0 pm. The dark field mask allowed printing of features into a clear resist field, which
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Figure 6.15. Exposure values for 95:5 and 98:2 predicted for 50% film retention.
was better suited for SEM analysis. An objective lens numerical aperture of0.38 was
selected, which is the maximumNA allowed with a single etalon in the laser cavity. A
partial coherence value of0.60 was chosen to allow for maximum resolution and
irradiance at the wafer plane. Laser output was adjusted to deliver an energy density of
-0.8
mj/cm2
per pulse to the wafer plane; in cases where less energy was desired a fused
silica substrate coated with -200 A ofgold was used for attenuation of approximately
44%. Focus tests were performed prior to each exposure trial to assure best focus for
optimal image quality
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6.7.1 Evaluation of2000 A to 5000 A P(SI-CMS) Films
From Figures 6.10 and 6. 15, it is seen that P(SI-CMS) materials formulated for
performance at specific thicknesses require higher exposure values if coated thicker.
Additionally, it is expected that materials would not likely be capable of resolving features
possessing less than near unity modulation beyond a certain thickness as exposure in
shadow areas is sufficient to crosslink a films surface before complete insoluabilization
occurs to the film base. Using the concept ofCritical MTF (CMTF) introduced in
Chapter 4, the relationship between the performance of these copolymers at thicknesses
beyond their optimum and the optical system imaging properties can be estimated.
The contrast of a resist material is related to its thickness, where ultimately a very
thin film becomes a "threshold detector" with infinite contrast. Contrast is directly
proportional to the inverse of a films absorbance [103], resulting in a maximum of 2.3 for
a resist film of absorbance 0.434. Resulting is a concept of "normalized contrast", where
the product of a resists contrast and thickness is a constant: yt = c. Using this yt
relationship alongwith CMTF requirements, performance predictions for optical image
transfer have been made for 90:10, 95:5, and 98:2 materials at various thicknesses. These
are shown in Table 6.5. As can be seen, an image modulation of0.48 required by the 98:2
SLCMS copolymer at a thickness of 5000 A is nearly equivalent to the 0.45 required by
the 90: 10 material at 2000 A. For theMTF shown in Figure 4.21 (using aNA of0.30 and
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a a of0.70), this results in a minimum line/space feature size of0.30 pm. At higherNA
values, smaller feature resolution would be possible. (A diffraction limited imaging system
operating at anNA of0.40 would deliver 0.20 pm line/space features with an aerial image
modulation of0.48). For thicknesses of90:10 copolymer greater than 3000 A, contrast
values below 1.6 and required CMTF values greater than 0.62 would limit sub-0.5 pm
resolution substantially.
90:10 SI:CMS 95:5 SLCMS 98:2 SI:CMS
yt = (2) 2400 A yt = (2) 3700 A yt = (2) 5500 A
Thickness y^^ CMTF Ypredjcted CMTF Yp*&h CMTF
2000A 2.4 0.45 3.7 0.30 5.5 0.21
3000 A 1.6 0.62 2.47 0.44 3.7 0.30
4000 A 1.2 0.74 1.85 0.55 2.75 0.40
5000 A 0.96 0.83 1.48 0.66 2.2 0.48
Table 6.5. Predicted contrast (y) and CMTF values for P(SI-CMS) materials at various film thicknesses.
6.7.2 P(SI-CMS) Imaging at 193 nm
Characterization of the performance of these materials was subsequently carried
out through lithographic evaluation over a range of film thicknesses. Initial process
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development was carried out to determine process conditions for each formulation prior to
characterization. Since the ethanol development process utilized was adapted from a
process optimized for electron beam exposure, the suitability for 193 nm exposure needed
to be investigated. Ethanol has been established to be a moderate solvent for electron
beam exposed 90:10 SLCMS copolymer, thus a good developer choice when combined
with a methanol rinse. As seen in Figure 6.16, however, 90:10 material exposed at 193
nm and spray developed for 1 10 seconds in ethanol, followed by a methanol suffers from
swelling and loss of feature integrity. The ethanol has swelled the P(SI-CMS) to a greater
extend than expected, which indicates that a weaker developer solvent may be called for.
This implies that there may be a compositional change with 193 nm exposure vs. electron
beam exposure. Tagawa [96] suggested the high sensitivity for crosslinking ofCMS
under electron beam irradiation is due to high efficiency pair production ofpolymer
radicals at sites close to each other. As with 248 nm exposure, the structure of these
radicals, though, has not been determined unambiguously. Also, although both excited
and ionic species play important roles in exposure reactions, the ratio of contribution of
these species is not know. It is therefore likely that crosslinking reactions from 193 nm
radiation differ from electron beam irradiation. To reduce the effects of swelling induced
by ethanol, a shorter development time was chosen with immersion development rather
than spray. An immersion develop time of 45 seconds yielded complete removal of
unexposed P(SI-CMS) copolymer with minimal swelling.
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Figure 6.16. SEM showing swelling ofP(SI-CMS) material from development.
Using thickness vs. spin speed curves (Figures 6.4 and 6.1 1), 90:10, 95:5, and 98:2
materials were coated at thicknesses of2000 A, 3000 A, 4000 A, and 5000A. All films
were coated over 6000 A ofhard-baked novolac resist (Shipley 812, baked 200 C for 30
minutes in a convection oven). This offered control over reflection at the resist/substrate
boundary, which is reduced to 0.7% through index matching of the P(SI-CMS) (n, = 1.6)
to the novolac (n; = 1.36). Films were coated over
4"
silicon wafers and P(SI-CMS) was
softbaked at 90 C for 30 minutes prior to exposure. Exposure series were performed on
each coated wafer from -1 to 100 mj/cm2.
SEM results from exposure trials are shown in Figures 6. 17, 6. 18, and 6. 19 for
90:10, 95:5 and 98:2 materials respectively. Exposure doses shown are those required to
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Figure 6.17a. SEM results of lithographic exposure of 90:10 material. Left: 0.4 um line pairs in 2000 A
resist, 4 mj/cm2. Right: 0.4 urn line pairs in 3000 A resist, 6 mj/cm2
Figure 6.17b. SEM results of lithographic exposure of 90:10 material. Left 0.4 um line pairs in 4000 A
resist, 10 mj/cm2.
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Figure 6.18a. SEM results of lithographic exposure of 95:5 material. Left: 0.4 um line pairs in 2000 A
resist, 8 mj/cm2. Right: 0.4 um line pairs in 3000 A resist, 10 mj/cm2
Figure 6.18b. SEM results of lithographic exposure of 95:5 material. Left: 0.4 um line pairs in 4000 A
resist, 12 mj/cm2. Right: 0.4 um line pairs in 5000 A resist, 14 mj/cm2.
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Figure 6.19a. SEM results of lithographic exposure of 98:2 material. Left: 0.4 um line pairs in 2000 A
resist, 13 mj/cm2. Right: 0.4 um line pairs in 3000 A resist, 16 mj/cm2
Figure 6.19b. SEM results of lithographic exposure of 98:2 material. Left: 0.4 um line pairs in 4000 A
resist, 17 mj/cm2. Right: 0.4 um line pairs in 5000 A resist, 19 mj/cm2.
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obtain targeted mask feature size, which is 0.4 pm for all cases. A summary of required
doses is shown in Table 6.6.
Resist Exposure dose required
2000 A 3000 A 4000 A 5000 A
90:10 4 mj/cm2 - - -
95:5 8 10 12 14
98:2 13 16 17 19
Table 6.6. Summary of required dose to size values for P(SI-CMS) formulations.
As expected, 90:10 material coated beyond 2000 A is not capable of imaging to
the resist/substrate interface without complete crosslinking at the resist surface. Intensity
in shadow areas at the surface of the resist is sufficient to inhibit dissolution ofunderlying
resist. Also evident from materials as they are coated thicker are solvent swelling effects
not eliminated through process modification. With required exposure dose values below
20 mj/cm2, it is evident that the P(SI-CMS) has a great deal ofpotential as a single layer
resist material for 193 nm.
To determine resolution performance of the P(SI-CMS) resist, 98:2 SLCMS
materials was coated to 4000 A over hard-baked Shipley resist. A 20X alternating
phase-shift mask was utilized to print a clear field grating with line pairs to 0.1 pm into the
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resist, using a 0.38 NA setting at a partial coherence value of 0.35. Exposure required
was near 19 mj/cm2and image modulation was obtained in the resist to 0.20 pm. Figure
6.20 shows SEM results ofprinted 0.25 pm line pairs.
6.8 Oxygen Plasma RLE Behavior ofP(SI-CMS)
The incorporation of silicon into a resist material allows for resistance to oxygen
plasma reactive ion etching (RLE). This 02 RLE resistance allows for application in a
bi-layer process where the silicon resist material can act as an etch mask over a thick
j
i
as
Figure 6.20. SEM of0.25 printed features in 4000 A 98:2 P(SI-CMS).
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hard-baked novolac resist for anisotropic pattern transfer. In the P(SI-CMS) copolymer,
the trimethylsilyl group lowers the oxygen discharge erosion rate of the methacrylate and
CMS. To measure the 02 RTE resistance of these copolymers, materials were coated on
bare silicon substrates to thicknesses of approximately 5000 A and baked at 90 C for 30
minutes in a convection oven. Also, a silicon substrate was coated with 1.2 pm of Shipley
812 photoresist, a diazonapthoquinone novolac resist, and baked at 250C for 30 minutes
to allow for etch rate comparison. A Plasma Therm 700 RLE system was used for etching
studies of the resist materials. An Alphastep profilometer was used to measure film
thickness loss after etch for calculations of etch rates and selectivities.
Power, pressure, and oxygen flow rates were chosen to maximize etch selectivity
between the P(SI-CMS) and the novolac resist. With increasing power levels, an increase
in etch rate would be expected for both the P(SI-CMS) copolymer and the novolac resist
due to an increase in physical ion bombardment. To minimize high power degradation
effects, a power and Rfpower level of 100 watts was chosen based on earlier work [104].
Additionally, chamber pressure was maintained at 8 mTorr to allow for sufficient ionic
free path length and maximum anisotropy. As oxygen flow (and subsequently partial
pressure) in the chamber is increased, silicon substituted species would exhibit a decrease
in etch rate as the formation of silicon dioxide is increased. These nonvolatile products will
produce a uniform barrier which will prevent removal ofvolatile organic materials within
the resist from all but the top surface of the material. Additionally, an increase in the
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pressure in the chamber will cause a decrease in the sputtering efficiency in the plasma,
reducing loss of the silicon dioxide layer and allowing for further etch masking.
Conversely, the etch rate ofnovolac resist would increase with increased oxygen flow and
partial pressure. To maximize the differential in etch rate between the two layers, an
oxygen flow rate of 25 seem was chosen based on previous studies.
A comparison of etch rates for the three formulations of the P(SI-CMS) copolymer
is given in Table 6.7. Additionally, the etch rate ofhard-baked Shipley 812 is shown,
which is 1200 A/min. Etch selectivity values are calculated for etch rate
novolac:P(SI-CMS). As seen from the etch rate of the higher Si content materials, there is
no further decrease in etch rate beyond that of the 95:5 material. The silicon content of
the 90:10, 95:5, and 98:2 materials are 14.6, 15.5, and 16.0 wt. % respectively. Etch
results shown are for bulk or large area resist materials. Etch rate is dependent on the
amount of etchable surface exposed for etching. Since there is a limited amount of etch
species available to etch a material, etching slows as these species are depleted. This
phenomenon is known as a loading effect, which will lead to a slower overall etch process
in early stages of etching and an increased rate toward the end. Additionally, gas flow
effects can combine with loading effects to cause changes in etch rate. It would also be
expected that etch rates for fine pattern geometry would differ from bulk, as loading
effects need to be considered when removing thin films between features. Gas flow and
etching species present near closely packed patterns may be lower than in open field areas.
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This is especially true in this negative-acting process, where the entire pattern field in
removed during etch. Etch times for pattern transfer, therefore, required process
iterations and film measurement to complete to endpoint.
Material Mole ratio
SLCMS
Etch rate
(A/min)
Selectivity
Novolac/P(SI:CMS)
P(SI-CMS) -21 90:10 98
P(SI-CMS) -23 95:5 35
P(SI-CMS) -25 98:2 35
Novolac - 1200
12.
34
34
Table 6.7. Oxygen plasma RTE etch rates ofP(SI-CMS) and novolac resist.
Figure 6.21 shows the results ofpattern transfer of 0.35 pm features in 2000 A of
98:2 P(SI-CMS) copolymer into 6000 A ofhard-baked novolac resist using RLE process
conditions of 100 watts power, 25 seem oxygen, and 8mTorr pressure. The etch process
was accomplished in two stages, measuring etch removal rate between steps. Total etch
time was 8 minutes, which was a 10% overetch to remove residue formation at the
substrate surface. Evident from the SEM is a small amount of
"grassy"
residue at the
substrate, an occurrence common to RLE transfer etch transfer of silicon containing
materials. This is a result of small amounts of silicon within the field which is not volatile
in the 02 plasma. This silicon residue is a result of sputtering from the P(SI-CMS)
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Figure 6.21. SEM ofbilayer results. 0.35 um features in 2000 A 98:2 P(SI-CMS), 02RIE transferred
into 6000 A Shipley 812 resist
surface, along with any P(SI-CMS) remaining after development prior to plasma etching.
Removal of this residue has been accomplished through use of a short fluorine-containing
etch (e.g. CF4 plasma etch or dilute HF wet etch) or by using alternative techniques to RLE
such as Magnetron Ion Etching (MIE).
6.9 P(SI-CMS) Summary
The random copolymer of trimethylsilylmethyl methacrylate and chloromethyl
styrene has been shown to be a new sensitive, high resolution, oxygen RJLE resistant,
crosslinking negative resist material for 193 nm lithography. Through control of the mole
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ratio of the SI and CMS monomers during copolymerization, materials can be formulated
for specific thickness from 2000 to 5000 A based on material optical properties. In single
layer application, results show the material to be capable of resolution below 0.25 pm at
doses below 20 mj/cm2. In bi-layer application, etch resistance allows for pattern transfer
into a hard-baked novolac resist with no loss in resolution.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This work has been directed toward the investigation into microlithography at 193
nm using an ArF excimer laser. In this wavelength region, issues related to the exposure
source, optical materials, photomasks, and photoresists have required study. Operation of
an ArF excimer laser for a refractive projection lens requires spectral narrowing, which has
been accomplished to 2.6 pm with dual Fabry Perot etalons. Operation of an ArF excimer
in this mode has required cryogenic gas processing to allow for sufficient gas lifetimes and
energy for resist exposure. Optical materials suitable for application at 193 nm are limited
to fused silica and various fluoride crystals. Furthermore, radiation damage is possible in
fused silica through formation of absorption centers and glass compaction, which may
limit the lifetime ofoptical components to exposures on the order of 1 x 106 exposures.
An experimental small field, 20X, variable NA, variable coherence, refractive
projection system has been built for study of imaging issues and photoresist materials for
193 nm lithography. Operation of the system at aNA of 0.3 to 0.38 is possible with a
single etalon in the ArF excimer laser for feature resolution to a k, of0.5, or 0.25 pm.
Operation of the projection system at 0.6 NA is possible with two etalons in the laser
cavity for resolution below 0.2 pm.
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The use ofphase-shifting masks at 193 nm has been investigated through
simulation and experimentation. Work with alternating and attenuating phase-shift masks
using chromium and etched fused silica has introduced potential for substantial increases in
focal depth over conventional masks. A limitation of these techniques for larger scale
lithography may be the quartz etch latitude and the ability to control etch depths to better
than +/- 50 A. The development of single layer attenuating mask materials which possess
appropriate refractive index and absorption properties may be required for future
application of these techniques.
A key requirement for 193 nm lithography is the development of suitable
photoresist materials. The P(SI-CMS) negative single layer photoresist material
developed here shows a great deal ofpotential as a highly sensitive, plasma etch resistant,
sub-0.25 pm resist material which can be coated to film thicknesses of 5000 A and
beyond. Through control ofmonomer mole ratios in a random copolymerization of
trimethylsilylmethyl methacrylate and chloromethyl styrene, optimization of the resist
optical properties has been made possible. Through direct crosslinking, and no need for
chemical amplification, resist sensitivities in the 10-40
mj/cm2 have been achieved.
Furthermore, through incorporation of silicon in the copolymer, oxygen etch resistance is
high and use in a bilayer process is made possible.
The feasibility of a refractive approach to 193 nm lithography, using phase-shifting
mask techniques has been introduced. Future work will involve improvements on the ArF
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excimer for operation of the system at the spectrally narrowed output with two etalons.
This will be attempted through replacement of the current excimer laser, which has a pulse
width of 10-14 ns, with a new laser with a pulse width of -20 ns. It is expected that this
increased width will allow for an increase in the number of round trip passes in the laser
cavity and increase output narrowed to 2.6 pm. Single layer attenuating phase-shift mask
materials require further investigation. Materials such as MoSiO, Cr203, and A1203 are
likely candidates for further work. Further work with resist materials should include
investigation into resin materials which absorb less than 0.4 per pm film thickness to
reduce scission effects and resist thickness loss. Also, alternative solvent systems which
reduce resist swelling should be sought. With these improvements, it is expected that 0.16
- 0. 18 pm lithography at 193 nm should be possible.
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Appendix I.
Comparison of scalar and vector diffraction modelling for deep-UV lithography.
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Al . 1 Scalar Simulations
An experimental design approach was used to study the effects and interactions of
coherence, polarization, and numerical aperture on a resist feature response Both vector
and scalar diffraction models were used to simulate lithographic imaging into photoresist.
To characterize the capabilities of a lithographic process, resolution and depth-of-focus
must both be considered. A useful lithographic response should also incorporate an
exposure latitude aspect, to determine the tolerance of a process to accurately reproduce a
given feature. A designed experiment approach was taken to study the effects of imaging
factors on the resolution capability of a 248nm projection system. The response created is
described as the percent exposure latitude to maintain a specified resist linewidth tolerance
within a given focal depth. Specifically, a 10% linewidth tolerance was chosen and a +/-
0.3 micron focal depth was considered. Factors studied were the numerical aperture of
the system from 0.3 to 0.6, the partial coherence from 0.3 to 0.7, and the state of linear
polarization (which is assumed to be entirely TE polarization in scalar modelling). To
maintain a linewidth size scaled toNA a constant k, factor was chosen as 0.70, resulting
in dense linewidth sizes of0.579, 0.386, and 0.289 forNAs of0.30, 0.45, and 0.60
respectively. A mask bias of 0.05 micron was used to achieve maximum exposure
latitude. A negative chemically amplified deep-UV resist system, Shipley SNR248, was
used for simulation as well as experimental work. Kinetics for the exposure and acid
catalyzed amplification ofmelamine crosslinking resists have been incorporated into
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lithography simulation, and are reviewed elsewhere. A coating thickness of0.8 microns
was chosen.
A scalar diffraction modelling package (PROLITH/2 V.2.2) employing corrections
for bulk defocus effects and damped energy coupling at highNA was used for scalar
simulations. A three-level two-factor experimental designwas created using NA levels of
0.30, 0.45, and 0.60 and partial coherence values of0.3, 0.5, and 0.7, resulting in 9
process runs. Through exposure vs. linewidth simulations for nominal focus (-0.2 pm in a
0.8 pm thick resist film), +0.3 pm, and -0.3 pm curves such as those shown in attached
plots were produced for each of the 9 run combinations. From these curves, a 10%
window was created around the biased k, = 0.70 linewidth. Exposure latitude was then
extracted to maintain this 10% tolerance within the entire focal range. Responses are
tabulated in Table ALL
From these exposure latitude responses, response surface methods were used to
produce a contour plot of exposure latitude forNAs and coherence values within the
sample ranges. Through least-squares regression methods, model coefficients for
significant terms: numerical aperture (NA), partial coherence (S), numerical aperture
squared (NA2) , and the product ofnumerical aperture and partial coherence(NA*S) were
determined. Response surface plots follow, where a calculated R-square value of0.97
indicated that the model explains variability well. As seen from this contour, the exposure
latitude is strongly dependant on numerical aperture as well as partial coherence. For
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Numerical
Aperture
Partial
Coherence
Linewidth Nominal
Exposure
(mj/cm2)
Exposure
Latitude
(AE)
0.6 0.5 0.24 7.4 10.8%
0.45 0.7 0.34 8.35 27.5%
0.45 0.5 0.34 8.57 32.0%
0.6 0.3 0.24 5.75 15.7%
0.3 0.5 0.53 9.55 45.0%
0.45 0.3 0.34 9.9 33.7%
0.3 0.3 0.53 11.15 60.0%
0.6 0.7 0.24 7.73 12.3%
0.3 0.7 0.53 8.78 37%
TableAl.l. Response data for scalar simulation
numerical apertures below 0.60, Rayleigh focal depth is greater than +/- 0.35 microns and
lower partial coherence values result in increased exposure latitude. At higher numerical
aperture values, however, focal depth falls off rapidly ( as the square ofnumerical
aperture), resulting in a rapid decrease in the latitude response. There is a point where
increasing the partial coherence factor at high numerical apertures shows an improvement
in the latitude response, as seen from values in Table Al.l. This is a result of including
focal depth into the exposure latitude response: at low partial coherence values, exposure
latitude is optimized while at high partial coherent values, focal depth is gained. These
simulations assume no contribution from polarization effects. Also, since simulations are
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based on scaling to the Rayleigh k, factor, there may be deviations from scaled linewidths
at high NAs.
Al .2 Vector Simulations
A vector image code (VIC) was used for vector simulations. The model is based
on plane wave decomposition of the radiation that propagates from the exit pupil and a
modified thin film treatment ofpropagation into the photoresist. Diffraction effects at the
mask are dealt with using scalar theory, an assumption that is valid for the 20X reduction
system under study. Simulations were performed for numerical apertures from 0.30 to
0.60 at both TE and TM linear polarization states. Partial coherence was held at 0.50.
The resist modelled was SNR248; kinetics of exposure and crosslinking were incorporated
using methods used for scalar simulation. A response identical to that used for scalar
modelling was defined: the percent exposure latitude to maintain a 10% resist linewidth
tolerance and a +/- 0.3 micron focal depth for a k, of0.7. Nominal focus was chosen as
-0.3 micron into the resist film. A mask bias of -0.05 micron was maintained. Linewidth
plots show linewidth vs. exposure curves for TE and TM states at 0.60 NA. Similar
curves were obtained for 0.30 NA and 0.45 NA. Exposure latitude response values were
calculated and are shown in Table A1.2. Comparisons show differences between TE and
TM modes, but as seen from exposure latitude values they are minimal and are well within
the tolerance specified by the response. Examination of linewidth data does, however,
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show differences at focal depths further into the resist. Focussing -0.8 micron (at the
bottom of the resist) results in differences in TE vs. TM states, due to propagation effects
within the resist film. At high levels of exposure, imaging with TM polarized illumination
results in features larger than with TE polarization. At lower exposure levels, TM
polarization results in slightly smaller linewidths. These two conditions can be explained
by the lowering ofpeak intensity and general broadening of an aerial image with TM
polarization, along with thin film interference effects through the resist film. Exposure
latitude data from Table A1.2 was used to generate the response surface section using the
approach described previously.
Data Numerical
Aperture
Polarization Linewidth Exposure
Latitude
(AE)
Vector 0.3 TMTE 0.59 40.0%
Vector 0.45 TMTE 0.39 29.5%
Vector 0.6 TM/TE 0.29 6.5%
Table A1.2. Exposure latitude for vector simulation
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Al -Experimental run data for scalar simulations
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LATITUDE
P0LRRI2RTI0N = 15
15
v\ ,\. \ ,\
0.30 0.32 0.31 0.36 0.38 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.16 0.18 0.50 0.52 0.51 0.56 0.58 0.60
NR
Exposure latitude response surface for scalar simulations
Least Squares Components RN0UR, Response L Model DESIGN
0 Source l df 2 Sura Sq. 3 [lean Sq. 1 F-Ratio 5 Signif. 5 Transformed Term
l Constant I 13801.66?
2 "NR 2359.815 2359.615 180.70 0.0000 CCNRH.5e-on/1.5e-01)
3 "S 188.180 188.180 38.33 0.0016 CCS-5e-01]/2e-on
1 "P [ 0.000 0.000 0.00 1.0000 CCP-1.5e+0U/1.5e+0l]
5 "NR**2 10.987 10.987 2.21 0.1919 CCNRH.5e-Ol)/l.5e-0l>*
6 "NR*S 96.010 96.010 19.56 0.0069 CCNRH.5e-Ol)/1.5e-0n*(
7 "NR*P 0.000 0.000 0.00 1.0000 CCNR-1.5e-01)/1.5e-01>(
8 "S**2 3.510 3.510 0.72 0.1361 CCS-5e-OH/2e-01>*2
"
indicates factors R-sq. = 0.9909
are transformed. R-sq-adj. = 0.9716
flodel obeys hierarchy. The sui of squares for each tern
is computed assuning higher order tens are first reaoued.
Analysis ofvariance for latitude response, scalar simulations.
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Al -Experimental run data for vector simulations
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Vector Simulation, TE, 0.45, 0.34 micron
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Vector Simulation, TE, 0.6 NA
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Appendix H
Simulation code for 193nm lens performance.
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TITLE ArF lens, 0.60 NA - Analysis at Axis Field
$
$.. Demonstrate the use of Fringe-Zernike aberration
$ parameters using a simple elbow pattern.
INITIALIZE
$.. Define the new mask.
MASK. 2D ADD F. SIZE=(2 . , 2 . ) DELTA
+ RECT.1=(0.0,0.5 0.5,0.25) RECT. 2=(0. 5, 0 . 0 0.25,0.75)
+ RECT. 3=(0. 0,1.0 1.0,0.25) RECT. 4=(1. 0, 0. 0 0.25,1.25)
+ RECT.5=(0.0,1.5 1.5,0.25) RECT. 6= (1. 5 , 0. 0 0.25,1.75)
$.. Define a new machine.
MACH.EXP ADD NAME=ArF_Stepper WAVEL=0. 1933 NA=0.60 sigma=0.5
$.. By summing the Fringe-Zernike coefficients properly
$ we can form a Seidel aberration-astigmatism.
INTEN.2D wave OUT. FILE=ARF9B00 MACHINE=ArF_Stepper
+ L.FILE=ARFL0 L.COLUMN=l L. SCALE=0. 1933
$.. Plot the wavefront.
PLOT. 3D in.file=ARF9B00 z . string="OPD (um) " PLOT.OUT=ARFWA000025 . out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
3D. SURF
$.. Calculate the 2d aerial image.
INTEN.2D IMAGE OUT. FILE=ARF9B00 MACHINE=ArF_Stepper
+ L.FILE=ARFL0 L.COLUMN=l L. SCALE=0 . 193 3
$.. Do a contour plot of the image.
PLOT IN.FILE=ARF9B00 SCALE X.STRING="X (Microns)" Y.STRING="Z (Microns)'
+ PL0T.OUT=ARF2D000025.out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
CONTOUR DATA FIRST=0 LAST=1.2 N.DELTA=12
MASK. 2D PLOT LINE=2
LABEL LABEL="Axis Field Position"
PLOT. 3D IN.FILE=ARF9B00 THETA=25 PHI=20 PLOT. OUT=ARF3D000025 . out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
+ X.STRING="X (Microns) " Y.STRING="Z (Microns) " Z. STRING=" Intensity"
3D. SURF
ArF 193 nm lens, 0.60NA - Analysis on axis.
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TITLE ArF lens, 0.60 NA - Analysis at 0.7 Field
$
$.. Demonstrate the use of Fringe-Zernike aberration
$ parameters using a simple elbow pattern.
INITIALIZE
$.. Define the new mask.
MASK. 2D ADD F. SIZE=(2 . , 2 . ) DELTA
+ RECT.1=(0.0,0.5 0.5,0.25) RECT. 2= (0. 5, 0 . 0 0.25,0.75)
+ RECT. 3=(0. 0,1.0 1.0,0.25) RECT. 4= (1. 0, 0. 0 0.25,1.25)
+ RECT.5=(0.0,1.5 1.5,0.25) RECT. 6=(1. 5 , 0. 0 0.25,1.75)
$.. Define a new machine.
MACH.EXP ADD NAME=ArF_Stepper WAVEL=0.1933 NA=0.60 sigma=0.5
$.. By summing the Fringe-Zernike coefficients properly
$ we can form a Seidel aberration-astigmatism.
INTEN.2D wave OUT. FILE=ARF9B00 MACHINE=ArF_Stepper
+ L.FILE=ARFL0 L.C0LUMN=2 L. SCALE=0. 1933
$.. Plot the wavefront.
PLOT. 3D in.file=ARF9B00 2 . string="0PD (um) " PLOT.OUT=ARFWA000725.out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
3D. SURF
$.. Calculate the 2d aerial image.
INTEN.2D IMAGE OUT. FILE=ARF9B00 MACHINE=ArF_Stepper
+ L.FILE=ARFL0 L.COLUMN=2 L. SCALE=0. 1933
$.. Do a contour plot of the image.
PLOT IN.FILE=ARF9B00 SCALE X.STRING="X (Microns)" Y.STRING="Z (Microns)"
+ PLOT.OUT=ARF2D000725. out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
CONTOUR DATA FIRST=0 LAST=1.2 N.DELTA=12
MASK. 2D PLOT LINE=2
LABEL LABEL="0.70 Field Position"
PLOT. 3D IN.FILE=ARF9B00 THETA=25 PHI=20 PLOT.OUT=ARF3D000725 . out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
+ X.STRING="X" (Microns) " Y.STRING="Z (Microns) " Z.STRING=Intensity
3D. SURF
ArF 193 nm lens, 0.60 NA - Analysis at 0.70 field.
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TITLE ArF lens, 0.60 NA - Analysis at Edge Field
$
$.. Demonstrate the use of Fringe-Zernike aberration
$ parameters using a simple elbow pattern.
INITIALIZE
$.. Define the new mask.
MASK. 2D ADD F. SIZE=(2 . , 2 . ) DELTA
+ RECT.1=(0.0,0.5 0.5,0.25) RECT. 2=(0. 5, 0. 0 0.25,0.75)
+ RECT. 3=(0. 0,1.0 1.0,0.25) RECT. 4= (1. 0, 0. 0 0.25,1.25)
+ RECT.5=(0.0,1.5 1.5,0.25) RECT. 6= (1. 5, 0 . 0 0.25,1.75)
$.. Define a new machine.
MACH.EXP ADD NAME=ArF_Stepper WAVEL=0.1933 NA=0.60 sigma=0.5
$.. By summing the Fringe-Zernike coefficients properly
$ we can form a Seidel aberration-astigmatism.
INTEN.2D wave OUT. FILE=ARF9B00 MACHINE=ArF_Stepper
+ L.FILE=ARFL0 L.COLUMN=3 L. SCALE=0. 1933
$.. Plot the wavefront.
PLOT. 3D in.file=ARF9B00 z . string="OPD (um) " PLOT.OUT=ARFWA001025.out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
3D. SURF
$.. Calculate the 2d aerial image.
INTEN.2D IMAGE OUT. FILE=ARF9B00 MACHINE=ArF_Stepper
+ L.FILE=ARFL0 L.COLUMN=3 L. SCALE=0 . 1933
$.. Do a contour plot of the image.
PLOT IN.FILE=ARF9B00 SCALE X.STRING="X (Microns)" Y.STRING="Z (Microns)"
+ PLOT.OUT=ARF2D001025. out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
CONTOUR DATA FIRST=0 LAST=1.2 N.DELTA=12
MASK. 2D PLOT LINE=2
LABEL LABEL="Edge Field Position"
PLOT. 3D IN.FILE=ARF9B00 THETA=25 PHI=20 PLOT.OUT=ARF3D001025 . out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
+ X.STRING="X" (Microns) " Y.STRING="Z (Microns) " Z. STRING=Intensity
3D. SURF
ArF 193 nm lens, 0.60NA - Analysis at edge of field.
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INITIALIZE
$.. Add a new machine and a new mask.
MACH. EXPOS add name=ArF_Stepper sigma=.5 na=.60 wavel=0.1933
MASK. 2D add rect.l=(0,0 .125,0.5) f .size=(0. 25, 0. 625)
$.. For edge and axis field positions
LOOP steps=3
ASSIGN name=field n.val=(3 , 2 , 1)
ASSIGN name=zname cl=Edge c2=0.70 c3=Axis
$.. Plot the header.
PLOT t.string="ArF lens, 0.60 NA, "gzname" Field, 0.25 um 1/s" x.len=14.2
%.. The lens rotation loop
$.. Calculate the image and plot the results on one page.
LOOP steps=4
ASSIGN name=theta n. value=(90, 0, 45, 90)
ASSIGN name=zscale n. value=(0, 0. 193, 0. 193 , 0. 193)
ASSIGN name=xoff n. value=(2 , 2 , 10, 10)
ASSIGN name=yoff n. value=(2 , 8 . 8 , 8 . 8, 2)
ASSIGN name=title
+ cl="No Aberrations"
+ c2="Field Rotation="@theta" deg"
+ c3="Field Rotation="@theta" deg"
+ c4="Field Rotation="@theta" deg"
INTEN.2D image mach=ArF_Stepper out. f ile=ARF9A00
+ l.fil=ARFZ00 l.column=field 1. scale=@zscale angle=@theta
+ x.min=-0.75 z.min=-0.6 x.max=0.75 z.max=0.6
PLOT in.f ile=ARF9A00 scale "clear plot. out=ARF9A0025.out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
+ x.leng=6 y.leng=5.75 x.off=@xoff y.off=@yoff
+ x.string="x (um) " y.string="z (um) "
+ t.string=@title t.str.sz=0.25
CONTOUR data first=0.8 last=0 delta=-0.1 color=8
MASK. 2D line=2 plot
L.END
L.END
ArF 193 nm lens, 0.60 NA - Analysis of field rotation on 0.25 |im features.
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INITIALIZE
$.. Add a new machine and a new mask2
MACH. EXPOS add name=ArF_Stepper sigma=.5 na=.60 wavel=0.1933
MASK. 2D add rect.l=(0,0 .1,0.5) f . size=(0.2 , 0. 625)
$.. For edge and axis field positions
LOOP steps=3
ASSIGN name=field n. val=(3,2, 1)
ASSIGN name=zname cl=Edge c2=0.70 c3=Axis
$.. Plot the header.
PLOT t.string="ArF lens, 0.60 NA, "@zname" Field, 0.20 um 1/s" x.len=14.2
%.. The lens rotation loop
$.. Calculate the image and plot the results on one page.
LOOP steps=4
ASSIGN name=theta n.value=(90, 0, 45, 90)
ASSIGN name=zscale n. value=(0, 0. 193 , 0. 193 , 0. 193)
ASSIGN name=xoff n. value=(2 ,2, 10, 10)
ASSIGN name=yoff n.value=(2,8.8,8.8,2)
ASSIGN name=title
+ cl="No Aberrations"
+ c2="Field Rotation="@theta" deg"
+ c3="Field Rotation="@theta" deg"
+ c4="Field Rotation="@theta" deg"
INTEN.2D image mach=ArF_Stepper out. f ile=ARF9A00
+ l.fil=ARFZ00 l.column=@f ield 1. scale=@zscale angle=theta
+ x.min=-0.75 z.min=-0.6 x.max=0.75 z.max=0.6
PLOT in.file=ARF9A00 scale "clear plot. out=ARF9A002 0. out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
+ x.leng=6 y.leng=5.75 x.off=xoff y.off=@yoff
+ x.string="x (um) " y.string="z (um) "
+ t.string=@title t.str.sz=0.25
CONTOUR data first=0.8 last=0 delta=-0.1 color=8
MASK. 2D line=2 plot
L.END
L.END
ArF 193 nm lens, 0.60 NA - Analysis of field rotation on 0.20 um features.
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INITIALIZE
$.. Add a new machine and a new mask.
MACH. EXPOS add name=ArF_Stepper sigma=.5 na=.60 wavel=0.1933
MASK. 2D add rect.l=(0,0 .125,0.5) f . size=(0. 25, 0. 625)
$.. For edge and axis field positions
LOOP steps=3
ASSIGN name=field n.val=(3,2 ,1)
ASSIGN name=zname cl=Edge c2=0.70 c3=Axis
PLOT t.string="ArF lens, 0.60 NA, "@zname" Field, 0.25 um 1/s" x.len=14.2
+ plot.OUt=ARFDEF0025.out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
%.. The lens rotation loop
$.. Calculate the image and plot the results on one page.
LOOP steps=4
ASSIGN name=defoc n.value=(0, 0.15,0.30, 0.45)
ASSIGN name=zscale n. value=(0. 193 , 0. 193, 0. 193 , 0. 193)
ASSIGN name=xoff n. value=(2,2, 10, 10)
ASSIGN name=yoff n. value=(2 , 8 . 8 , 8 . 8 , 2)
ASSIGN name=title
+ cl="Defocus="@defoc" um"
+ c2="Defocus="@defoc" um"
+ c3="Defocus="@defoc" um"
+ c4="Defocus="@defoc" um"
INTEN.2D line.int mach=ArF_Stepper out.f ile=ARFTEMP
+ l.fil=ARFZ00 l.column=@field 1. scale=@zscale defoc=@defoc
+ x.start=-0.75 z.start=0 x.f inish=0.75 z.finish=0
PLOT ID. DATA in. f ile=ARFTEMP scale ! CLEAR
+ x.leng=6 y.leng=5.75 x.off=@xoff y.off=yoff
+ x.string="x (um) "
y.string="Intensity" TOP=1.2 BOT=0
+ t.string=title t.str.sz=0.25
LINE DATA color=10
L.END
L.END
ArF 193 nm lens, 0.60NA - Analysis ofdefocus on 0.25 um features.
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INITIALIZE
$.. Add a new machine and a new mask.
MACH. EXPOS add name=ArF_Stepper sigma=.5 na=.60 wavel=0.1933
MASK. 2D add rect.l=(0,0 .10, .5) f . size=(0. 2 , 0. 625)
$.. For edge and axis field positions
LOOP steps=3
ASSIGN name=field n. val=(3,2, 1)
ASSIGN name=zname cl=Edge c2=0.70 c3=Axis
PLOT t.string="ArF lens, 0.60 NA, "@zname" Field, 0.20 um 1/s" x.len=14.2
+ plot. out=ARFDEF0020. out
+ DEVICE=POSTSCRIPT
%.. The lens rotation loop
$.. Calculate the image and plot the results on one page.
LOOP steps=4
ASSIGN name=defoc n. value=(0, 0. 15, 0. 30, 0. 45)
ASSIGN name=zscale n. value=(0. 193 , 0. 193 , 0. 193 , 0. 193)
ASSIGN name=xoff n. value=(2 , 2 , 10, 10)
ASSIGN name=yoff n. value=(2, 8 . 8, 8. 8 , 2)
ASSIGN name=title
+ cl="Defocus="@defoc" um"
+ c2="Defocus="@defoc" um"
+ c3="Defocus="@defoc" um"
+ c4="Defocus="@defoc" um"
INTEN.2D line.int mach=ArF_Stepper out . f ile=ARFTEMP
+ l.fil=ARFZ00 l.column=@field l.scale=@zscale defoc=@defoc
+ x.start=-0.75 z.start=0 x.finish=0.75 z.finish=0
PLOT ID. DATA in. f ile=ARFTEMP scale 'CLEAR
+ x.leng=6 y.leng=5.75 x.off=@xoff y.off=@yoff
+ x.string="x (um) " y.string="Intensity" TOP=1.2 BOT=0
+ t.string=title t.str.sz=0.2'5
LINE DATA color=10
L.END
L.END
ArF 193 nm lens, 0.60 NA - Analysis ofdefocus on 0.20 \im features.
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